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CHAPTER I
GEOGRAPHICAL CONCEPTS
It is the purpose of this thesis to discover to what
degree geography is incorporated into the teaching of his
tory.

The basic research was done through the analysis of

maps in eighth and tenth grade history books.

However, in

order to e.stablish the bf.lsic criteria, it waS first n::!cessary
to examine the basic geographical conce.pts.
chapter one, where each of

th~

This is done ill

six bnsic geogrr..phicel con··

cepts is defined and de.scribed..

These six concepts -- loca

tion, rep;i.onalism, spatial inter8ction, spatial distribution.,
internal

coher~nce,

and theme of change -- serve as the

foundation for individual map analyses in chapter two, and
in chapter four are related to the statistical findings of
chapter three.

Thus, they are basic to an understanding of

this thesis, and the conclusions which are drawn from it.
Each concept is discussed individually, so that it cen
be thoroughly understood.

The inter-relatedness of the

concepts becomes apparent in the discussion of each, and in
their application in chapter two.
I. LOCATION

The concept of locati on -- l\1hich includes the site
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and situation of a place -- is very basic i.n geography.

It

serves as the focal point for geographical discussions and
analyses.

Therefore, it is necessary to have a thorough

understanding of this concept before it is possible to dis
cuss its relationship to maps and to history.
Site is the specifiq location of a place.

In studying

a city, it '\.;rould involve kno1:.;ring if the city is on a river,
or in an oasis.

Is it at the base of a mountain, or in the

middle of a plain?

Wllat is its climate, and what kind of

soil'does it have?

In studying a region, the same basic

questions would need to ,,?e cns'<lered.

Haps are an essen t:t.al

tool in establishing the facts of site, and through maps the
physical location of places can be visualized, in order to
gain a realistic image.

~~en

the information as to a placets

specific location is known, a more thoroug.h understanding
of its functions is possible.
Whe.reas site refers to the specific location of a
place, situation refers to its areal location in relationshiT)
to its surroundings.

After identifying a city's site, the

next step is using the knm.;rledge to gain perspective about
its situation.

For example, in studying Chicago, the first

step would be an analysis of its site.

This could be done

most efficiently and quickly through an examination of maps.
A visual image of Chicago on the southwest shore of Lake
Michigan, having lakes and rivers within its environs, and
located on the

fr~nge

of pasture and t.;roodlands, can be
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gained through map studj.es.

With this image established,

the next step would be to examine its si tuation in relation
ship to the Great Plains, the Great Lakes, and as a pivotal
railroad depot between the industrial and agricultural
United States.
This same conce.pt can be appli.ed very appropriately,
as well as usefully, to

history~

A study of the establish

ment of Chicago on Lake Michigan, and its development as a
major urban center, would naturally involve the history of
the city.

As the study became more invob;red, it would ex

pand from an historical study of a specific place, to an
understanding of it in terms of its relative location.

The

history of railroads, the cattle industry, Chicago's relation
to the. Des Plaines River, and the development of the Great
Plains as a grain-producing region cannot be excluded from
a thorough study of Chicago.

In a text, the study w'ould be

only half done if considerations 't'lere not made. of site and
situation.
Maps are a very useful tool. in explaining the site and
situation of particular places •. By using maps instead of
relying solely on verbal descriptions, more meaningful
visual images are created.

Through a wide variety of maps,

both site and situation can be thoroughly explored.

In

examining the site of Chicago -- to continue the example
it lvould be necessary to have a large scale map of the city.
This would cartographically represent physical

feat~res

4
....--".

such as relief, rivers, and lakes.

The central business

district would be labelled, along with surrounding suburban
areas.

In conjunction with this, an historic map

sho~~ng

Chicago in 1850 should be used, showing the site of the
city at that time.

On

the basis of these two maps, many

comparisons could be made.

These would include population

increase and spread, shift or growth of the central business
district, evidences of various types of industry and agri
culture, and placement of transportation routes.

If conti

nuity were important to the study, a series of maps showing
Chicago's development for the past century could be used.
With the aid of thorough and accurate maps, textbooks become
reference books, as maps assume the role of primary source
and reference material.
Chicago's situation should be shown in relationship to
historj.c concepts which are being examined.

If Chicago were

being studied in the light of its development as a railroad
center, maps should shmv the historical development of rail
roads during different periods.

When examining Chicago as a

shipping cente.r, the cfty can be shown in spatial relationship
to the Great Plains and the various grain regions, in rela
tionship to the cattle trails, or in relation to the meat
consuming public.

These maps demonstrating situation would

be of a smaller scale than those showing site, since the
internal structure of Chicago is not the focal point, but
rather its relationship with it.s surroundings.

Because of

•
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the various functions of Chicago, a map, or series of maps,
which portray the city's place in the transportation network
of the United States, would require one of the entire country,
and perhaps one with parts of Canada.

Since Chicago has

been consistently important as a shipping center, the series
of maps should not be limited to railroad studies, but should
also stress its importance as a part of the hight..;ay system,
water transport system, and as a center of air transporta
tion.
As the basic geographic concept of location is under
stood, it becomes inseparable from a study of history.
site

~nd

The

situation of a place are important aspects of its

background, as v ell as influential in its
7

ern world.

plac~,

in the mod

An understanding of a place's location serves

not only as basic knowledge in itself, but also as a founda
tion on which to add an understanding of other geographical
concepts.

II .. REGIONALISM
Regionalism is fundamental to an understanding of
places.

Whenever a geographer' -- or anyone else -- is

studying or examining an area, an element of regionalism is
present.

The region can be vast -- the whole world -- or

minute -- one city block in the inner core of a large city.
'The extent of the region is dependent upon the purpose and
definition of the examiner.
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individual who attempts to define it.
It should be understood that a specific place can
function vli thin several different regions.

For example,

Manchester, England, is within several formal regions -
Lancashire, England, Great Britain, Europe -- while at the
same time it is within several functional regions.

It might

be included within the region of the Pennine Mountains, the

moist continental climatic region; a coal mining region, a
. textile manufacturing region, a variety of transportation
regions, a dialectical region, or an ethnic region.
regions might or might not be inter-related.

These

They might

occupy the same general area, or they might vary quite dis
tinctly in boundary and area.

Their importance depends on

the examiner, and the study which is being made.
Regionalism correlates well with

hi~torical

studies.

Quite often, a specific place or area has been within a
variety of both fonnal and functional regions throughout
its history.

In continuing with the example of Manchester,

a study of its regions before and after the Industrial Revo
lution is very revealing, and brings many questions to the
mind of the researchp.r.

Was the functional region of the

textile industry greater or smaller than the coal mining
region which later developed?

Did its function as a town,

and therefore its importance within the earlier region,
shift with the change in industries?

Did the regions

of

which Manchester was a part change as Manchester's functions

8

changed?

If Manchester's role within various regions

past and pre.sent -- is understood, its present status might
be more easily comprehended.
Maps are a basic tool in the study of regionalism.
With the aid of a physical relief map, formal geographic
regions, such as a watershed or river delta, can be agreed
upon.

For a definitive definition of the formal region,

the map would have to be large scale, and very detailed.
basic political map shows formal political regions.

A

An over

lay showing physical features, placed over a map depicting
poli tical regions, will allow a student to study the rela
tionships beuveen the regions.

This could in turn lead to

an interesting study of the many forces which influence the
location of political boundaries.
As in studying formal regions, a map fs also required

when examining functional regions.

By the use of symbols,

and accurate plotting of details on a large scale map,
functional regions can be defined.

The importance of Pitts

burgh as a center for the coal mining industry, and the
regions which it serves, can be establi.shed by plotting
boundaries on a map.

There will not be total agreement on

its boundaries because of the different criteria which may
be used, and with a map, it would be possible tO'illustrate
each boundary, as the person describes it.

By the use of

maps, the various regions of which l-1anchester is a part
could be shown.

Relationships among these regions -- both in

9

boundary and function -- can then be examined.

Without

accurate and descriptive maps, relationships among the
functional regions would be very difficult to understand.
Regions vary immensely, both in kind, and in time.

In

order to be defined as a region, there must exist some common
bond within a certain area..

Whether this is formal or func

tional is dependent on the. purpose, and person.

But in

any geographical study, one is working with a region; it is
necessary to define the subj2.ct, and to limit it to the
relevant area.
III. SPA1'IAL INTERACTION

This concept often reveals the degree of mobility
which a particular location has.

Movement of any kind can

be included in spatial interaction..

In scientific terms,

it could refer to the circulation of air.

In a more cultural

sense, it can include trade, transportation, migration, in
terdependence, or communication..
in terms of movement.

These ideas are all studies

Thus, when considering the concept of

spatial interaction, the basic factors are circulation and
accessibility.
in any mode.

Circulation refers to over-corning distance
Accessibility refers to the ease 'toiith which

circulation can be accomplished.
circulation

Without accessibility and

spatial interaction -- isolation is often

the result.
New York City serves as a. good example of a central
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place with a highly developed circulation system, enhanced
by ease of

accessibili~i.

Because of its vast harbor, and

location on the East Coast, it is easily accessible by water.
Its'proximity to Europe has made it a central depot for
tourists and businessmen.

It has become a major distributing

point for goods, people, and ideas.

It has a vast area of

circulation, aided by access to the site.

In the state of

New York, competition among various forms of transportation
has been instrumental i.n influencing the routes used.

The

Erie Canal, as a major route to the· interior of the United
Stat(~s,

gave way to the

~ore

rapid railway transport, which

in turn has hed to compete with the better accessibility of
the St. Lawrence Seaway.
A change in transportation modes can seriously affect
a site's circulation and accessibility.
this is the Suez Canal.

A prime example of

Previous to the building of the

canal, trade between Europe and Asia was slow and tedious.
The main trade routes did not pass through this desert area.
However, with the building of the canal, the shipping route
was changed, and trade increased.

Suddenly, this desert

area between the Red and Mediterranean Seas increased in
importance because of its centrality of position.

It is thus

e.vident that historical studies are tied in closely with an
understanding of spatial interaction.

By using maps, the

reasons for choosing the site of the Suez Canal become clear.
In addition, the development of a plan for a canal, the
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history of the aCDlal canal, and its role in modern trans
portation and politics must all be combined in a comprehensive
examination of the Suez Canal.

To understand the need for

the canal, earlier trade routes between Europe and Asia are
plotted and draTHn on maps.

By use of scale, distances of

various route.s can be compared, and more concrete facts would
emphasize the need for the canal.

For a thorough and honest

understanding of the canal's history, the geographical con
cept of spatial interaction must be considered.
Maps can be one way of visually explaining spatial
interaction.

A transportation map of roads,railroans, and

airports \V'ould quickly give SOLle basic
accessibili ty of a place.

knowled~e

about the

A global map shm'7ing destination

ann frequency of flights would give some idea of circulation.
Climatic maps showing air circulation give another aspect of
spatial inte.raction, this time dealing with the climate of
an area.

An export map, showing eventual destination of

various local products would also illustrate circulation.
A map of Europe showing the spread and diffussion of the
different language sources would. be an integral part of the
study of any of the Western languages.
Thus, maps showing circulation and accessibility are
indispensable to a good history course.

Since spatial inter

action show's movement through space, and history is a study
of movement through time, the two must be examined together,
so that a full understanding of each can be gained.

It would
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be an injustice to knmvledge to study one without the other.

IV. SPATIAL DISTRIBUTION
Spatial distribution deals with the distribution of
various phenomena within a region.

It involves both cultural

and natural geographic feaDLlres, and a study of them can
reveal a great deal about an area.

Because they are so

enlightening, an inquiry into spatial distribution is a
basic part of geographical study.
Spatial distribution can be examined in three ways,
and to be thorough, all three ways should be used.

Density

is involved with the frequency with which a certain phenomenon
occurs within a certain area.

In studying a specific area,

density does not concern itself with where or how, but with
how much.

Dispersion is the term used to describe the loca

tion of the phenomenon in the area being studied.

Is it

concentrated in one area, or is it scattered throughout?
Finally, pattern concerns itself with the actual visible
design of the spread of the phenomenon.

It is more pictori

al, whereas the density and dispersion could be expressed in
graphs and chErts, as well as in maps.

In applying spatial

distribution, statistics and visual images used together
present a whole picture to the student.
A very specific -- if rather narrow -- example of
spatial distribution would be the study of one-room schools
within the state of Oregon.

The first step in establishing
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their spati.al distribution within the region would be to
gather the necessary statistics.

These may be assembled by

the use of governmental i.nformation, but more. likely would
have to be done by individual field geography.

Correspon

dence, combined with personal verification would probably
provide. most of the statistics.

When the material was accu

mulated, both graphs and maps could be used to show the
results.

Density includes not only the actual number of one

. room schools, but could be combined with a number of other
components -- fer instance a comparison in numbers of one
room schools to the number of other types of school struc
tures in the state, or with the number of one-room schools
i.n other states.

Dispersion and pattern can be seen most

effectively through the use of an accurate map, with each
one-room school represented on it.

It

co~ld

quickly be seen

whether one-room schools were scattered fairly evenly through
out the state, or if they vlere concentrated in specific areas.
An interesting comparison could be made with the ge.neral

dispersion of the population, and the dispersion of the
one-room schools.

Finally, a visual examination of the map

would help to rE'.veal any pattern which might exist.
this study has a natural historical dimension.

In tu.:-tl,

The establish

ment of schools in the United States, their development on
the frontiers, and the reasons for the evolution of the
one-room schools to the modern school system, are all based
on westward expansion, popUlation growth, and changing goals
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and values of the American people.
Thus, spatial distribution not only gives a person
insight into the characteristics of a particular region,
but also can serve as a good basis for comparisons.

Rela

tionships among various features can be examined both in
spatial distribution and function.

Although these features

may have the same general spatial distribution, this does
not automatically mean that they are related.

The. study of

the spatial distribution of one-room schools in Oregon in
relationship to natural geography, population distribution,
and history might be revealing and educational.

If each of

these were plotted and shown on a map, the visual image
created would be more meaningful, and lead to a better under
standing of spatial distribution and the inter-relatedness
of various phenomena.
where they are?

Hhy are the one-room schools located

Were there ever any in areas which now do

not have them, and if so, what happened to them?
schools all built at about the same time?

t.rere these

Does Oregon have.

more or fewer one-room schools than other states?

Hhy?

Is

the location of one-room schools related to physical geogra
phy, population dispersal, or other phenomena?
The importa.nce of maps in studying spatial distribution
is apparerit.

If limited to a verbal description, the visual

image is often complex and confusing.

Hovlever, by effective

use of maps, spatial distribution gains meaning and impor
tance~

Maps are important .to a. clear comprehension of
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each other, to create some kind of order.

Man plays a domi

nan t role. in organizing the various phenomena, and the
variety in the results of different methods of organizing
his spatial environment.
The manner in which man organizes his life is in
itself directly involv-ad with history.
va~?ing

of time, man has had

At certain periods

methods of living, and thus the

internal coherence of any place is related directly to the
history of that place 1 and to the history of the men who
inhabit the place.

The internal

coh~rence

of an area -- or

the lack of it -- reflects the leade.rship in the area, and
the goals of the inhabitants.
Tanzania has had a difficult problem to solve., involv
ing this

geogra~hical

concept.

Sev~ral

tribes of Tanzania

base their way of life on the raising of livestock.

There

is a natural vegetative cover in their region, but due to
over-grazing of the cattle, the vegetation becomes minimal,
which results in water run-off and erosion.

As the grazing

increases, the amount of water abs0rbed in the soil de
cre'1.ses, and the amount which runs off the surface of the
land increases in volume and momentum.
increased destructive force.
are drought, and famine.

This leads to an

The res'...llts of this sitUation

Because of the deaths vlhich occur

during the famine, the number of cattle decreases.

Vegeta

tion is allowed to grow, and as the land and people recover
from the drought and famine,. the cycle starts again.

The
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internal relationship of the various phenomena is apparent,
although it is not' beneficial.

Attempts on behalf of the

government of Tanzania to alter this cycle, and create a
favorable balance among the phenomena, involves change in
tribal culture, and effective land use.
and beneficial

intel~al

effort on the part of

Achieving a balanced

coherence requires cooperation and

a wide

variety of people.

A study of the variety of activities within a region
can be blended into a related whole which leads to a deeper
understanding of the country's geography.

For example, the

relationship between physical geography, transportation,
natural resources, and industries, is basic to a
cultural geography, and physical appearance.

country~s

The influence

of soils and climate on agriculture, and an overall picture
of trade relationships within a region are fundamental to a
comprehension of how and why a country functions the way it
does.

As understanding of the interplay of these various

factors develops, so will an understanding of its geography
and history as a whole.
Maps can serve as a'basic tool in the furthering of
this understanding.

Within a chosen region, maps can be

used to express topography, climate, land use, population
distribution, languages, religions, races, natural resources,
and the other phenomena which are elemental to a region's
internal coherence.

Through maps, these patterns, features,

and their relationships to one another, can be understood
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more clearly, and when combined with necessary reference
material, a region will gain more meaning and reason to
individuals.
VI. THEME OF CHANGE

Geography is not a static science.

It is based on an

examination of the condition of life now, why it has become
that way, and what it might be like .in the' future.

Those

with a limited uhderstanding of geography immediately asso
ciate it only . .. ,i th the physical features of the earth, and
consider these to be static.

However, this is not true.

Even the physical features change, although often too slowly
for man to observe.

Rivers change their courses as they age,

and denudation changes the character of the landscape.

But

in addition to these natural changes in the earth's surface,
man is a vital, and much more rapid catalyst in the changing
of the earth.
is changed.

't-lith the building of a dam, a river, system
With the discovery of a valuable mineral, an

uninhabited area becomes a rapidly growing town.

With the

simple addition of a house or road, our physical environment
is changed.

Any geographer . .vho ignores this theme of change

is not doing a thorough job.
Change shows movement, and is continuous.

It can be

limited to a small area -- a specific site -- or a large area
'with ripples of reaction spreading large distances.

The

change can be due to mechanical innovations, or to natural
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evolution.

~fuatever

the cause, this is an obvious link

between the study·of geography and history.

In order to

understand, or even recognize change, one must be aware of
what has gone before.

History is an inevitable ingredient

in the study of change.
A vivid examnle of change brought by man to his phy
sical environment is reclamation of land in the Netherlands.
The his tory of the area is ba.sic to an unders tanding of its
modern geogra'i)hy.

The geogranhic location of the Netherlands

would have to be studied in terms of maps showing its topo
gra"!:,hy, and especially emphasizin.g elevation.

The changes

in the country's geography throughout its history could best
be studied through maps.

ifuen physical geography has under

gone changes such as this, it is difficult to realize. hOvl
the country appe.qred in the past.

Hi th the use of a series

of historical maps, these. changes could be visualized.

In

addition to this series of maps, a study of the history of
dikes and polders in the country would helD explain some of
the geographic features of the land.

A map with specific

locations of these features, C).nd a corresponding history of
the develonment of each, would cre.ate a complete. "[licture of
the country as it exists today.

Modern aerial maps of the

Netherlands, combined with modern land use maps, would estab
lish the condition in the country today.

Through background

knowledge gaine.d in these exercises, it might be possible
for

R

student to construct .a map of

tbr-~

Netherlands as it

20 .

could appear in the

future~

This theme of change is not limi.ted to topographical
features.
by man.
time.

It includes cultural features added to the land
It also includes man's impact on an area through

For instance, the westward movement in the United

States had a continuous impact on the land and its people.
The various gathering points of the wagon trains created
towns ge.ared to meeting the needs of the. pioneers.

~Ti th

the advent of the railroad, some of these tOvffiS flourished
into cities, while others dv-lind1ed away.

The search for

gold and othe.r minerals often created boom towns, which be
came ghost towns when their resource veins ran out.

The

reasons for locating a town in a particular place might have
been excellent in 1840.

However, wi.th changes in the way

man lives, these reasons may become obsolete, or be replaced
by more modern concepts.

All of these. ,,-'ould influence the

growth or decline of a tovm.

Maps showing the location of

important towns at different periods in history would point
out the changes which take place in our cu1t-ure.
Thus, it becomes evident that change is ve.ry important
as a factor in understanding geography.

And this concept of

change also shows that the academic fields of history and
geography must be studied together, in order to gain a
thorough and realistic understanding of either field.

CHAPTER II
INDIVIDUAL HAP ANALYSES
'Jlhe six basic gee-graphical concepts di scussed in chap
ter one must be used and applied in thorol1gh historical
studies.

Th~

two disciplines, geography and history, are

closely related, and without intf'grating the data from each,
i t is difficult to explain and comprehe.nd fully what was and

is happening.
each

('th~r

Just as these two fields should depend on

in the more advanceil. academic fields, they should

be inter-related in textbooks for students in public schools.
Since

geogr~nhy

is rarely taught as a separate subject, and

the social sciences are now dominated by history teachers,
it is the responsi.bility of these. history teachers to see
that students receive adequate understanding of basic geogra
phical concepts.
Textbooks should also assume some responsibility in
relating geography to history.

In the following chapter, !

have attempted to discover if eighth grade United States
history textbooks and tenth grade world history textbooks
do relate these six basic geogranhical concepts to history.
This was done by an examination of every rna, in each of
twenty-three books.

Chapter two 0f this thesis includes

first a chart, which is a rating of twenty-five selected maps.
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Each of the maps is rated 1, 2, 3, or 4, according to hOyT
applicable it is to teaching the understanding of basic
geographical concepts -- location, regionalism, spatial
interaction, spatial distribution, internal coherence, and
theme of change -- and how well the map and text are coor
dinated towards this goal.
prose description of

th~

The chart is followed by a

twenty-five maps, and a slide of

each map is included in the appendix of this thesis.

The

.maps are analyzed in terms of which geographic concepts could
be. stressed, according to the purpose of the map, and whether

they are emphasized, or ignored.

Consideration is also

given to accompanying text, and how the map, text, geography
and history are interwoven_ to give the student a complete
picture of the particular point in history being studied.
The third chapter of this paper concerns itself with
the data collected from the maps of these twenty-three
selected textbooks.

Through a data sheet which was completed

for each map in each text, certain statistics and conclusions
are drawn as to the importance given to maps, and to geogra
phical concepts, in the textbook.

Using maps as an indicator

of the emphasis given to geography, and consequently to the
basic geographic concepts, the data gathered on these charts
are interpreted and analyzed.
Thus, the-first chapter, in which the explanation of
the six basic geographical concepts was given, serves as the
standard by which the maps and texts are examined.

rf

r

:
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GEOGRAPHICAL CONCEPTS:
RATING OF TWENTY-FIVE
SELECTED MAPS
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lThis map is included in the analysis of the previous
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Title of Map: The Dominion of Canada Today
From Story of the knerican Nation, Casner, Gabriel, Biller,
Hartley, p. 593.
The dominating factor of this map is transportation
routes; railroads and the Alaskan Highway are shown in some
detail (Figure 1).

The Rocky Mountains and some water fea

tures are sketched in on the background, but otherwise no
physical features are shown.

Political divisions are labeled

and so are water bodies, but the Rocky 140untains are not
specifically named.

This map could be used to show concepts

of spatial interaction, as seen through transportation routes,
and the internal relation.ship among transportation, physical
geography, and the location of cities.

I.oca tion could be

studied in reference to the relative location of Canada to the
United States, and to the Arctic Circle.

Both physical and

cultural regions are discussed in the. text, but they are.
not shown on this map.
The map is well-located in a brief chapter on Canada,
its development, and its relationship with the United States.
The map is referred to in the text, and also in an explana
tory note on the following page.

However, the map does not

seeD to coordinate with the references, or the text.

The

first impression the rearler gets of the map is that routes
and types of transportation are going to be emphasized.
But this is not so.

In the text it says,

fr • • •

several

separate British provinces north of the United States joined
to become the. Eominion of Canada (see map on page 593)."
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The 'text therefore dutifully refers you to the map; but in
stead of reinforcing the concept of spatial interaction which
the map emphasizes, the text uses the map to show political
regions.

Even in showing these political divisions, no

consideration is given to the various times at which they
joined the Dominion of Canada.
As mentioned earlier, reference is also made to the
map in an explanatory note on the following page.

The

picture is of a train crossing a canyon in the Rockies, and
the student is asked to locate the part of Canada in which
the picture is taken.
for eighth graders.

This is a rather elementary question

On top of that the most specific answer

possible \v-ould be "western".

Anothe.r amazing fact is that

the Rocky Hountains are not even labeled on the map, but
are referred to in the caption under the picture.

Is a

student learning when he is requested to assume that the
only mountains in Canada are the Rockies?
A last comment on this map, and its use in the book,
has to do with the explanatory note under the map.

The

note reads:
The Dominion of Canada Today. In what direction is
Canada from the United States? Notice that most
Canadian cities and railroads are located near the
United States.
The last sentence implies rather strongly that Canada is
dependent on the

Uni~ed

States.

This is unfair and dis

honest, as it does not present the whole picture.

No clear
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reference is made to the geography of Canada, which certain
ly influences some- of the settlement patterns.

In the text,

a brief reference is made to the woodlands towards the north;
"And north of the forest lies a region of Arctic grasslands
called the tundra. tf (p. 594)
of the topography.

No further explanation is made

Although the Arctic Circle has been

included on the map, it is left entirely up to the teacher
to explain and clarify these implications and partial explana
tions made in the book.
Several geographic concepts could have been taught in
conjunction with this map.

A study of spatial interaction

and location starting with a discussion of the transportation
routes

sho~~,

would lead to an examination of the relation

ship between Canada and the United States.

Since this is a

United States history book, Canada could justifiably be dis
cussed only in reference to this relationship.

The authors

should have eliminated unrelated generalities, and limited
themselves to the concepts and ideas which are important
in this context.
Title of Map: Dams Built in the 1930's
From The Fr~ and the Brave, Graff, p. 639.
This is a gray, shaded map, which is quite effective in
showing physical relief in the United States.

Major rivers

are shown in blue, with the dams in bright pink, which
highlights the point of the map.

Also shown on the map is

the dust bowl, and the general _area which was included in the
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Tennessee Valley Authority project (Figure 2).

The map is

well located in the text, although it is not referred to
specifically in the

v~iting.

In the text the purposes of the TVA are explained, as

well as its results.

However, the concept of change could

be stressed a great deal more when discussing the results
of the TVA on the residents of the area.

General comments

are made, saying that it improved their lives and their
farming methods, but no details are investigated.

In other

-words, using the TVA for the focus of attention, more geo
graphi.cal concepts could have been brought out.

The concept

of change, although illustrated well on the map, should be
explained more thoroughly in the text.

Location of the

various places is shown very well on the map, although some
would debate the location of the dust bowl.
The following two paragraphs are also very general.
Dams builtin the \.Jest -- Bonneville, Hoover, Grand Coulee
are mentioned, but it is merely stated that they

ft • • •

a beneficial influence on the lives of the people."
brief paragraph is written on the dust bowl.
text assumes

th~t

and where it is.

had

A very

However, the

the reader knows what the dust bowl is,
Roosevelt's project of planting a belt of

trees in the area is merely mentioned in passing.
In summary, the map is good, emphasizing the relative

. data very' clearly.

However, the accompanying text is far

below the standards set by the map.

Comme.nts are vague,

"\"
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giving the impression that these subjects are unimportant in
the historical development of the United States.

On the

contrary, students can become motivated in studying such
subjects.

With such a map, some time should be devoted to

a discussion of these areas of growth in the United States.
As a result, the concept of change would gain much more

meaning, and

discussion~

of location, spatial interaction,

and internal coherence would be more stimulating.

However,

the author presents these brief paragraphs in a rather unin
teresting manner, and one result is likely to be apathy on
the part of the students.
Title of ~1ap: American Industry, 1860
From Discov~ring American History, Kownslar, Frizzle, p. 458.
This map is a good exa.mple showing functional regions,
and spatial distribution (Figure 3).

It is a map of the

United States, showing its industries, and mining regions,
as they were in 1860.

The mining regions are shaded, but

do not eliminate the symbols of industries on the map.

Thus

it is possible to see the relationship of one to the other.
Spatial distribution can be better understood as the student
sees the dispe.rsion of various' industries, and their densi. ty
in various parts of the country.

Principal manufacturing

cities are also shown, although their names are not given.
Thus site

an~

situation are well represented.

This results

in a clear visual image for the student as he studies indus
tries which were present at that time.
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The map is located in a chapter concerned with back
ground knowledge for a study of the Civil War.

In the pages

preceding this map was a discussion of population growth,
with a map showing the distribution of slavery, and after the
industry map is a discussion and map of agricultural pro
ducts of 1860.

Since the map of

agricult~ral

products of

1860 is in the same scale, and is on the page facing the one
on industry in 1860, the two are well located for purposes
of comparison.

This kind of comparis()n is an exciting

motivational device for students.
Inste&i of expository paragraphs discussing industrial
America in 1860, there are a series of questions.

This is

in keeping with the purpose and design of this particUlar
book.

The questions are. thought-provoking, a.nd not simple.

feed-back questions.

The questions encourage comparison of

the agriculture and industry maps, as well as the one showing
distribution of slaves.

For example:

When you compare these (agricultural and industria'll
maps with your information about the slave population,
what hypothe.ses can you make? (p. 458)
What products do you think are the greatest source of
revenue for the North? For the South? (p. 459)
Thus, although there is no actual discussion of the material,
the student is required to think and reason.
This is a good map:
classroom ..

one which is very useful in the

The scale is appropriate for the subject, and

the key is complete.

Political boundaries are drawn as they
".
were in 1860, and while showing a variety of features, it is
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not cluttered and confusing.

It is the focus of attention,

and the main source of information on the topic being dis
cussed • . Because of this, the student is forced to use and
interpret the map.
Title. of HelP: Texas and the Nexican Cession
From Discoverir.:-!:& American History, Kownslar, Frizzle, p. 287.
This map is designed to show territories added to the
sOllthwestern United States, from Texas to California.

Be

cause of its purpose, it does not include physical features,
othe.r than a few rivers.

Rather, the. political setting is

shown, with countries and territories well labeled. (Figure 4)
However, there are

D'10

errors in the use of rivers lvhich

relate directly to the political setting.

First, the Gila.

River should be shown as the southern boundary of the l-Iexi
can Cession.

Instead, this river is

and is included in the cession.

plac~d

too far north,

Secondly, "in the text the

Nueces River is referred to as the river which Mexico consi
dered to be the southern boundary of Texas; yet this river
does not appear on the map at all.

Relevant textual refer

ences should appear on the map.· Also, the Sacramento River
should be drawn correctly! rather than extending northward
into the Oregon Country, and never reaching the San Francis
co Bay.

Another error has been made in the location of the

Alamo, whi.ch should be adjacent to San Antonio.

Errors such

as these cast doubts on the quality of the entire map, as
'tvell as other maps in the book.

Small errors which are not
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relevant to the point of the map are less noticeable f but
,high standards of accuracy should be maintained throughout
cartographic representations.
When discussing the causes leading to Texan Indepen
dencein the text, the authors open the door for good dis
cussions of cultures, and what can happen

~vhe.n

they clash.

Population distribution, regionalism, and interdependence,
all geographic concepts which students should master, would
. relate to an appropriate map.

Studies couln also be made

of the prese.nce of slavery, and the attempt to have Roman
Catholicism

domi.nat~

the area.

These problems are

mention~d

briefly in the text, and could serve as good backgrounds for
making these concepts more. meaningful.

Unfortunately this

book does not include the necessary maps and charts.

By

including more specific information about the presence of
slaves in the Republic of Texas, and how this affected their
relationship with Mexico, the importance of spatial distri
bution -- as opposed to a superficial examination of it
would gain meaning.

The same would be true if a deeper

dis.~

cussion of the Mexican influence in the area, not only pf
Roman Catholicism, but also of their land use customs, were
discussed in the same way.

However, at least these subjects

are mentioned, thus opening the door for individual work on
the part of the. students.

Since this particular book was

written with the idea of having students think for themselves,
and really get involved· in history, this map and its use is
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in keeping with the goals of the authors.
,

Title of Hap: Plan of the City of Washington
From Land of the Free, Caughey, Franklin, Hay, p. 192.
This is a copy of Pierre L'Enfant's plan for Washington,
D. G., as dra'tV!1 before its construction (Figure 5).

The map

could serve many useful purposes I among them an increased
understanding of location, spatial distribution, and internal
coherence.

The map is comple.te with scale, north arrmv,

river depths, and the names of major streets and buildings.
In addition to this, the text on the remainder of the page
discusses the planning of the city, who was in charge, and
some details such as why the Capitol and \.Jhite House are
located two miles apart.

Thus, although the map is not

referred to specifically in the written work, they do comple
ment each other.
The advantageous part of this map is the many uses that
could be made of it.

In a discussion of location, both site

and si tua tion would become important.

Its immediate site

could be discussed with this map, and then by adding a map
of the states at that time, its situation in relationship to
the other states could be. discussed.

The location of even

more specific places -- the Capitol, President's House, the
plotting of stre.ets -- would all gain meaning and insight.
Internal coherence and spatial distribution would also gain
new meaning when related to the reasoning behind the planning
of the city.
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Another meaningful discussion could be based on the
markings of the river depths.
map of a city?
have?

Why was this important on a

vlliat historical significance would this

Did the river and its depth have anything to do with

choosing l>lashington, D. C.
in the area?

IS

site?

What about the swamps

All these questions are appropriate, and would

arouse interest among the students.
This map is a good addition to the book -- there should
be more of them.
materi~:tl,

It i.s well-correlated with the written

and because it is an original plan for Washington,

D. C., i.t would attract
as it is today.

~ore

interest than a map of the city

Also, because of its age, this map is very

helpful in correlating historical flnd geographical studies.
Ti tle of Map: l-lhere 132 Million Americans lived in 19l~O
From Land of the Free, Caughey, Franklin, May, p. 581

This map is meant to show spatial distribution.

The

'country is divided into four geographic regions, with the
popUlation for each region given.

In addition to this, the

ten largest cities of the United States are listed, and keyed
on the map.

A color key indicates settled areas, and there

is a designation of where the center of population was in
1940 (Figure 6).

Thus, all three parts of spatial distribu

tion , dispersion, density, and pattern, could be studied
in the use of this map.
Basic problems do exist, however.

There is no dividing

line between northeast, midwest, south, or west.

Perhaps
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this is justifiable in light of the difficulties of defining
the regions.

However, since a definite population of each

area is given, some boundary indications based on the figures
should be possible.

Density could be discussed only in

terms of the location of the majority of the cities, since
this is not a symbolized map.

In other words, there is no

way of knowing the relationship between the population of
Oregon and California, since a system such as a scattergram
was not used.

The study of dispersion is shown only in a

generalized way_

The indicated center of population would

aid some in a discussion of dispersion.

A study of pattern

would apply to an examination of the location of the ten
largest cities in the United States at that time.
Regarding the written context of the book, this map is
ignored.

Bound in the middle of the chapter on the second

World War, no mention is made of it, and the subject matter
is relevant only in that they are both based on the same
time period.
This map is not as good as it potentially could be.
But it is good in that it introduces a subject and concept
which is often left out altogether:
tion of the popUlation of a country.
would be useful.

the spatial distribu
Taken as is, the map

If combined with some appropriate research,

it would become valuable.

It could be important to a dis

cussion of change, when combined with maps showing the move
ment of the cente.r of population throughout the country's
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hist'ory.

An innovative teacher could make excellent use of

this map; a combination of good teacher, good context, and
appropriate research would make it very valuable.
Title of Maps: The Panama Canal and Trade Routes; Panama
Canal
From West'~ Story of Our Country, Gardner, pp. 458 and 459.
The full-page, color map of North and South America
is designed to shmv the major w'ater routes used by ships
before and after the building of the Panama Canal (Figure 7).
The visnal image comes thro'ugh 'tvell, with green arrows indi
cating routes used after the canal's constnlction, and red
arrows indicating the longer passage used previously.
ever, although latitude and longitude are on the
is no scccle.

ma~,

How
there

Since the canal was built specifically to save

time and distance, a scale is requisite to make the map truly
meaningful.

Students are impressed by, and interested in

comparative figures which can be presented in examples of
this type., If a scale 't'7ere presented 'tvith the map, it could
provide valuable practice in the use of this geographic
tool.
The geographical concept of the importance of the
canal relative to spatial interaction is apparent on the
map.

The importance. of the location of the cannl is stressed.

Theme of change is implied with the change in the route, and
the reslll tant effects on various ports and trades.
There is no reference to the Panama Canal and its
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construction on the surrounding pages.

The topic is covered

ten pages earlier,- with the help of another small map (Fig
ure 8).

This smaller map is in shades of gray and blue, and

is very poorly done.

It was put here to point out the fact

that when passing from the Atlantic to the Pacific Ocean,
throl1gh the canal, ships travel from west to east, instead
of the assumed east to west.

This is interesting and could

serve both as a motivational device, and as an interesting
lesson in the cardinal directions, though, or course, this
is not really the most important feature of the canal.
A definite problem with this map is that the land is
blue, and the water bodies are gray_

Therefore, it takes

some time to become oriented, and feel like you are familiar
with what is being shown.

The various fe.atures are'ivell

labeled, and there is a directional arrow, which is helpful..
Since this is a large scale map, which spans barely one
degree each of latitude and longitude, it is very difficult
to get your bearings.
it would be helpful.

However, if the coloring were reversed
Even more important, if this map and

the previously-mentioned trade routes map were on facing
page.s t they would complement e:ach other beautifully.

The

large scale map of the canal shows explicit detail, including
the presence of large lakes around the canal.

The continent

al map show'S the large, over-all purpose for the canal, and
its location in relationship to surrounding land masses.
Thus, concepts of spatial interaction dominate both maps,
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with site being emph::lsized in the

large~scale

map, and situa

tion being emphasized in the small-scale map.
When considering that two maps, plus a fairly complete
dialogue on the building of the Panama Canal, are all present
in this book, it become.s even more amazing and discouraging
that the information was not used more effectively.

Instead

of e. well.,coordinated, interesting experience, there are
fragmented, scattered bits of kno\<lledge. which, instead of
, complementing each other in a well-devp-loped unit, are lost
in a l:taze of other information.
'l"i tie of 1'·1aps:

Natural Regions, Soil Types, Climate, Rain

fall
From

Hes!:!~

Story' of Our Count'IJ:, Gardner, p.

l~6.

This se.r-ies of four small maps shmving various aspects
of the physical environment of the northeastern United
States could be quite useful (Figure 9). - However, because
of the way they are done, they do not achieve their greatest
potential.

Each map is in full color, and has a key.

The

first map shmvs latitude and longitude, but the others do
not.

This is a mistake, esne.cially since climate is closely

related to latitude, and

DeJO

maps without latitude and

longitude deal with various aspects of climate.
the maps have been simplified a great deal.

Beyond this,

The lines drawn

are smooth and flowing, and in one case there is a simple
line which

t'Jli.l,S

a direct right angle.

This indicates that

the regions have bee-.n generalized a gre.at deal, and are not
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true representations.

Since the maps deal with detail, they

should be representative and specific.
The terms used in the key are also general, and appear
to be rather simplified for an eighth grader.

For example,
very heavy

on the rainfall map there are three categories:
rainfall, heavy rainfall, and moderate rainfall.
sifications are poor for several reasons:
understand be. tter the medlting of

These c1as

most eighth graders

l~O"/ye.ar;

if they do not

understand this, they should learn it; the terms are rela
tively meaningless.

To one person, heavy rainfall means

80"/year, while to another it means 40"/year.

They are very

non-descriptive terms, and render the map useless, other
than for very broad generalizations.

The terms used on the

climate map also use general descriptions such as moderately
cold winters, hot and rainy summers.

In order to really

understand a region, it is necessary to be more specific
than this.
These maps are located in a three-page.section devoted
to understanding maps.

The importance of scale is stressed,

but no scale is shown for the four maps.
Longitude are discussed in some detail.
discussion of the four maps_

Latitude and
And there is some

Here some attempt is made to

show how these various aspects relate to each other, and
thus the concepts of internal coherence and regionalism are
brought out._

The student is asked, "If you were an early

colonist looking at these maps, [which area would you move
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intQl and expect to make a living from farming?
(p. 45)

Hhy?"

Here the student is required to synthesize the data,

and come up with an appropriate generalization of the whole.
This section of text and maps is based on some sound
ideas, but it needs to be upgraded, so that it is more scien
tific.

If it were more scientific, accurate, and descriptive,

hopefully it would result in the students adopting a more
scientific method.

It would be more challenging to the

individual, as

as more realistic, and relevant.

~vell

Title of 't-lao: The Louisiana Purchase
From One Nation Indivisible, Heller, Potter, p. 176.
This map

sho~7s

the North American continent, with

light shading to indicate the Rocky Hountains, and major
river systems drawn on in black.

The territory included in

the Louisiana Purchase is shaded in, and the route which
Lewis and Clark used in exploration is also shown (Figure 10).
The concept of location is a basic one to this map, for it
shows the situation of the added territory in relationship
to the rest of the continent.

Theme of change is inherently

part of most maps of the lcuisiana Purchase, as they show the
change in the United States.

HO'rvever, neither of these con

cepts are brought out specifically in the map.
On the mao itself, there is a confusion which tends

to limit the usefulness of the map -- both generally, and
regarding the concepts mentioned.
ill-defined, and incomplete.

Political boundaries are

Although it is generally
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acce.pted that the boundaries of the purchase were uncertain,
this map fails to give a clear idea of the general extent of
the territory.

The shaded area is to shoH the territory

purchased, but at the same time there are fragmented political
boundaries '\:V'hich do not coincide with the shaded

ar~a.

A

line extends inland from the Pacific Ocean across northern
Canada, but stops abru9tly.
wi th a boundary of the

Ne~.v

The SRme fragmentation occurs
England states.

The Louisiana

Purchase itself is intermittently enclosed with this same
symbol.

Spanish Territory is clearly labeled and indicated,

bnt .the British and Americcm territories -- not to mention
other holdings which are not sho'tVn -- are confusing.

If

this was done because the boundaries were debatable, this
should

b~

indicated.

A note to the teAcher (this is in the

teacher's edition) indicates that the exact boundaries of the
purchase were not clear.

However, there is no indication

of this to the student, and there is no indication of this
reason for other border confusions.
In the written descrintion of the Louisiana Purchase,
no mention is made of the map, even in reference to the loca
tion of the added terri tory.

An allusion is made to the.

chcmge it caused in the country as it more than dOllbled its
size, and some reference is made to the transportation in
the newly acquired territory, which could lead to a discus
sion and understanding of snatial interaction.

No mention

is made of the actual physicAl geogranhy of the region, which
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should have been included, as it would be important as
background knowledge for the future study of the westward
movement.
Title of Map:
From ~torx of

Early Railroads in the United States
Ou~ Land an~ People, Moon, Cline, p. 357.

This small-scale map of the United States

ShOY1S

the

present political boundaries of the continental states,
wi th early railroads superimposed on the map (Figure 11).
This automatically raises the question as to whether the map
is attempting to E'-'..mphasize an historical development or a
current political situation.

A

larger scale map, with the

political boundaries drawn as they were at that time, as
well as major physical features, would make the routes of
the various railroads more meaningful.

Another missing

link is the absence of a date on the. map.

There is no indi

cation as to whether the railroads on it ,.;ere built by 1850
or 1900.
The text surrounding this map discusses the development
of railroads from the first steam locomotive to the Civil
War.

The emphasis is upon the first short-run railroads

in the East, and the organization of the New York Central
Railroad system.

This is followed by a discussion of the

problems involved in building a railroad to the Pacific
coast, and why this was not accomplished until after the
Civil vIar.
In attempting to correlate the map and the text, it is
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quickly discovered that the only thing that they share in
common is the subject of railroads.

Overlooking the falla

cies mentioned above in reference to the map,. it covers a
much greater length of time than the text.

It is small

scale, and therefore shows only the completed, large rail
road lines, instead of the small, . fragmented ones mentioned
in the reading.

Even more amazing is the fact that the map

includes -- even appears to emphasize -- the railroads built
from the Nississippi to the. Pacific.

Six major lines are

shown -- not one of which is mentioned in the text at this
particular point.
The obvious conclusion is that the map

'¥7aS

chosen at

random, among early railroad maps, rather than specifically
to coordinate with the tex't at this point.
be eliminated.

The map should

It 1;'lOuld be much more valuable to have a

large-scale one of the eastern United States, showing the
fragmented lines, and the resulting problems of circulation
and accessibility.

Then, when discussing post-Civil War

railroad development, a map such as the one described in the
first paragraph of this analysis would be more appropriate.
Then the pertinent concepts of spatial interaction and
spatial distribution could be taught effectively.
Title of Maps:
From Living i~
These

Post Roads in 1774; Post Roads in 1804
America, Quillen, Krug, p. 400.

Qu~

bolO

maps show the increase in post roads in the

eastern L'nited States in a thirty year span.

They are plain
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gray maps, with the roads in black, and cities at the junc
tions, as the only additions to the b.8.sic map.

There are

no physical fe3ulres at all, and the border between the
United States and Canada has not been put on (Figure 12).
Possible concepts which could be taught through these maps
are spatial distribution, spatial interaction, and the theme
of change.

However, thE". effectiveness with which they can

be taught is limited by the text.
TIle theme of change is the most obvious, and most
effectively shown concept which could be demonstrated here;
the purpose of the map is to show this, as can be seen in
the title.

The axplanatory note states, "The increase in

number of post roads in thirty years gives you a good idea
of how fast our country was growing in the period which
followed the war."

The comparison of the post roads of 1774,

which were almost entirely limited to coastal

to~~s,

with

the many inland roads which later developed, is interesting
and informative.
Spatial distribution can be visualized through the
map, but if a teacher wonted to expand and deepen real under
standing, he would have to use other sources.

One other

source -- which the book should have included -- is a map
shmving physical features.

By comparing the two, the reasons

for the location of various roads might become more compre
hensible.

An overhead transparency, with a base showing

physical features, and an

overlo~

of each of the post road
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maps, could prove very revealing and educational •. Spatial
interaction would also become an integral part of such a
lesson ...
The context of the book does nothing to promote these
concepts.

First, it does not explain what a post road is,

or hO'tv it is different from any other road.

Since it is

specifically designated as a post road, this term should be
explained.

Second, it is not located in an appropriate

, section of the book.
but'in a later period.

It is in a section on transportation,
The surrounding text is discussing

roads and railroads from 1850 onward, often in areas west
of those shown on the maps.

These maps belong in a chapter

two hundred pages earlier, entitled, "Over the Mountain
Barrier" (p.

22L~).

In conclusion, it is evident that these maps could be
useful and effective.

However, their limited structure, and

poor location, make them inappropriate.

The simple place

ment of them in the earlier chapter would increase their
value.

As they are now, it would take a well-prepared teacher,

with creative ability, who has thoroughly examined the entire
book, to put these maps to good use at, the right time.
Title of Map: Settlers Cross the Appalachians
From This is America's Story, Wilder, Ludlum, Brown, p. 309.
This is a fairly large-scale map of the eastern half
of the United States.

The focus of attention on the map

is ,the arrows, which show routes and directions used by
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people to cross the Appalachians (Figure 13).

In the con

text of the book, the map is referred to in describing routes
which the settlers used

especially in reference to rivers.

The map could be useful in discussing

m~les

of transporta

tion, accessibility and circulation, as well as population
dispersal.
in the text.

Hmvever, none of these topics are brought out
Instead, the questions in the note under the

map are simple observation questions:

IIWhat was the dividing

. line between the Old Northwest and the Old Southwest?
settlements shown here were in the Old
Old South'vest?tI

Northt~est?

\vhat

In the

The only suggestion for looking for settle

ment patterns is in a note to the teacher (this is in the
teacher's edition), mentioning that most settlements \Vere
located along· bodies of 'tvater.

Thus, the au thors have not

utilized the map to its fullest extent, in reference to
historical events.
In drawing the arrows indicating routes used, wide,
general lines are used.

The width of the arrow in itself is

confusing, since sometimes a wider arrow can indicate a more
heavily traveled route.

Also, although wide arrows are ade

quate for showing very general movements, they are not good
for shmving specific routes.

These arrmvs often go directly

across mountains, without indicating that the settlers took
advantage of valleys and rivers to ease their trip.

In other

words, the site is not shown in relationship to the situa
tion.

Because of the use of this general technique, accuracy
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is lost.
Another problem 'tvi th this map is thHt there are some
details put on it which are not explained, and therefore
seem irrelevant.

For instance, the Natchez Trace, and the

'-lestern Reserve.

When the Hestern Re.serve is explained in

the text some ten pages later, no reference is made to the
map.

According to the index, the Natchez Trace is not men

tioned in the book at all.

If features such as these are

put on a map, they should be explained somewhere within the
text.
The combination of geographical factors of a mountain
barrier, and the cultural factors of the spirit of indepen
dence. of the settlers is brought out in the text in a section
describing the governing of the new territories.
of accessibility could be stressed more, hovlever.

The idea
Pattern

of settlement is brought out in a discussion of the system
of dividing land into townships and sections.

But none of

these factors were adequate1y shown on the map.
In using this map, a teacher could combine geographical
concepts and historical de.velopment.

The map lends itself

to this,and the text at least suggests some relationship
between the two.

This is evident because it '!;vas considered

necessary to indicate mount::dn ranges and river systems.
However, because of generalities of the map, and omissions
in the text, it would require some special effort on the part
of the teacher to make this maT) an effective learning device.
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Title of Nap: Main Languages of Contemporary India
From Our Widening \-lorld, Ei.-7ing, p. 203.
The dispersion of the twelve. major languages of modern
India is the only subject of this map.

All other features

both physical and cul rural -- have been excluded.

Because

of the resulting impact of this simplicity, this map is very
eye-catching (Figure 14).

It should be noted, though, that

cOfClplete lack of physical features makes definition of the
regions difficult.

It is in black and white, and of a rela

tively large scale.

HOv7ever, the scale is not represented

on the map, and it could add interest to it.

With the help

of a scale, India's size could be. compared with the United
States, or SotTLe other region wi th. which the students were
familiar, and thus give them·an even greater understanding
of the complexities which result from the presence. of so
many languages 'vi thin a political region of this size.
In addition to the clarity of the map, the correspond
ing text is illuminating and helpful.

There is a section

entitled "Language Problems" which starts on the same page
as the map, and includes a specific reference to the map.
It brings out the concept of regionalism in connection ,nth
the languages, and elaborates by relating other types of
regions which are affected by the language region.

Thus,

internal coherence is brought into the discussion.

The

strong loyalties of the people of each language group is
discussed, along with the results this has on political
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national unity, and a national language.

This important

aspect of language diversity is also basic to attempts of the
national. governm('.n t to unify the pe.ople through educational,
agricultural, and industrial projects.
One.

criticism of the map is that the area where Dra

vidian languages are spoken is shaded, but there is no ex
planation in the text about this.

Some historical reference

is made to the Dravidians forty pages e.arlier, but there is
·no mention of them in this section.

Because the area is

shaded in, it is the focus of attention; one immediately
assumes that there is some special significance to this area,
which will be discussed.

However, the only eXDlanation of

the shading is a note, which could be considered a key to
the map:

"Slw.ding represents areas where the four Dravidian

languages are spoken. It

The reader could assume they are very

closely re.lated dialects, such as varieties of English spoken
throughout the United States, or that they merely came from
a common historical beckground, such as Germanic or Romance
languages.

Another problem 'Y]i th this shading is that the

reader might assume there are two major language groups
Dravidian, and the Ilother.ff

These questions and doubts could

minimize the true purpose of the map, and instead result in
a meander to a minor po:tnt, and the ignoring of the major
concepts.
Overall, however, this map is effective, and could be.
very useful in the classroom.

Major geographical concepts
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such as regionalism, spatiAl distribution, and internal
coherence are all discussed in the text, and visualized by
the map.
Ti tle of Hap:

Physical Features of India
From Our Hidening Horld, Ewing, p. 145.
In spite of its title, this·black and white map does

not show physical features other than rivers.
cause the features are not drawn in.
in.

This is be

Rather, they are written

There are no symbols to shm.., topographical features

(Figure 15).

Rivers are drawn on and labeled, and an occa

sional tfplus" (+) indicates a particular mountain.

Because

the map is not in color, stlJdents become lost in a maze. of
words, instead of becoming involved in a topographical
pattern.
Even the v1ri tten word can be confusing.
is labeled, and symbolized tvi th a plus.

Mt. Evere.s t

However, in western

India a plus is labeled, 'lSi te of Mohenjo-Daro,"
slightly different type of lettering.
tains?

with a

Are they both moun.;.;

If so, why the variation in wording and lettering?

This would confuse the student, as he

m~y

attach some signi

ficance to these differences, 'and an exnlanation would be
required of the teacher.

It is nice to have places me.ntioned

in the text located on a map, but this particular archaeo
logical feature does not belong on a physical features map.
Another problen is the labeling of the high hills of southern
India.

One is called the \-:estern Ghats.

The other is
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labeled Eastern Ghats, but just under those words, is the
word Carnatic.

Since the

HOrd

is the same type face, it

poses the question of whether the "Camatic" is part of the
Eastern Ghats, or if it is some other series of high hills.
When using words instead of symbols, a great deal of
accuracy is lost.

Are the various mountain ranges located

exactly where the letters are?
mountain range identical?

Is the ele.vation of each

l-lhy is the Khyber Pass, which is

shmm, so important, when it is not even in a mountain range?
It is written some distance from Hindu Kush, which the text
de.scribes as a very high mountain range.

In addition to

these problems, no noli tical borders of India

~vere

drawn

in, leaving doubt as to exactly where the country is.
The map is locat€ ' d
geography of India.

in a section describing the physical

The site and situation of various places

are discussed, and some idea of spatial distribution can be
gained.

However, the actual correlation behvcen the written

word and the visual image is negligible.

There is a dis

cussion of the large river valleys, which form a plain; the
student cannot visualize this from the map given.

Regional

isrn is implied in a discussion of this river valley region.
However, the same problem sti.ll apolies.

The authors do

explain what is meant by "ghat," although there is no expla
nation of why it might be so named.

"Carnatic" is also

explained, and although the. same type set used for Eastern
Ghat is used for Carnatic, one is a series of high hills,
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while the other is a plain.

The resulting confusion is

frustrating, and needless.
A note at the top of the map indicates it is to be
used in conjunction w'ith a map on pp. 154-155.
in full color, nnd shows topographical features.

This map is
However,

it has no written labels, and is in an entirely different
scale, over twice as small (Figures 16 and 17).

Since there

is no boundary indicated on the map on page 144, it is diffi
cult to correlate it to the second map.
In conclusion, the first map is useless as it is.
Although in an appropriate scalE', the cartography is very
poor, and does not fulfill the purpose of the map at all.
It is possible to correlate this map to the second, but it
is difficult, since the second one is of all of Asia.

If

the first map were done correctly, it would be very useful,
and a greet help to the teacher.

It should use the color

and topographic symbols of the second map in combination
with the scale and labeling of the first.
would truly be an instructional aid.

If done thus, it

As it is, it should

not have been used in the book.
Title of Nap: The Lo'toJ Countries Under Philip II
From World History and Cultures, Habberton, Roth, Spears,
p. 298.

In examining this map, one finds thiJ.t it represents
a strictly political concept:

showing vlhat portion of the

Lmv Countries was under Spanish domination (Figure 18).
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This would be satisfactory if the text did not open up the
subject of geography.

The first sentence in the section for

which this map is designed, states, "The map on this page
will help you to understand the geographic background of the
Dutch revolt."

This leads the student to expect geographic

information from the map.

However, the only geographical

concept which could justifiably be at.tributed to this map
would be that of location.

It does give the political situa

tion of the LOv7 Countrie.s.

It illustrates no other geogra

phical concepts, therefore making the statement in the book
somewhat misleading.
Another disparity benleen the text and map is in
reference to Annlerp.

This city is referred to as the lead

ing port for European trade and finance of this period.
However, on the map, Antwerp is not located on any body of
water.

There is no scale -- which is another drawback of

this map -- but Anuverp must be about uventy miles from water.
This creates a rather large credibility gap for the student.
There is yet another reference in the text which is
not supported by the map.

On the same page it is stated,

The Dutch resisted Spain 'vith great courage. They
were aided by the loVl, semi-flooded nature of their
country, and by a clever and astute leader, William
of Orange, who is also called William the Silent.
It then continues discussing the leader, and never again
refers to the geographic naUJre of the country.

The door

is practically closed on one of the most interesting stories
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of how man has dealt with his geographical environment.
Accol~ing

up.

to the book's index, it is never again brought

At this point, where the subject has bean introduced,

the areal 10c8.tion -- site and si tua tion -- should be dealt
with, so that the students could discover hmv and why the
geograp,hy aided the. Dutch in gaining the.ir independence.
Title of Map: Unification of Germany
From World Historv and Cultures, Habberton, Roth, Spears,
p. 327.

Although this map is basically political, there are
some geographical concepts which are illustrated by the ma
terial portrayed, and add to its overall use.

The conce.pt

of change is implicit in this kincl of map, vlhich shows
Germany and its added territories from 1865 to 1871.

A good

teacher v1ill also discuss regionalism, internal cohere.nce,
and location in connection with this map.
The map i tse.lf is in shaded orange, with different
designs and shades to designate the territories as they '(..,ere
added (Figure 19).

Places and political bodies are labeled

only as they are. pertinent to the map, which helps minimize
confusion.

One area which could be. clarified by use of a

different symbol is the distinction

b~tween

the area ruled

by the. king of Prussia in 1865, and the. states annexed in
1866.

The. two tones of orange are

v~ry

difficult to distinguish between them.

similar, and it is
Surrounding countries

are labeled, but are colored gray, which helps focus atten
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tion on the changes made in Germany.

In snite of the atten

tion paid to a good color combination on the map, there was
evidently some confusion in its accurr:cy; there is a major
error in the placement of the Boden See, and the flow of the
Rhine River from th:;l1: source.

Inaccuracies such as this,

while not pertinent to the purpose of the map, are misleadi.ng,
and should be eliminated from textbooks.
Internal coherence is brought out nicely in the context
of the book.

For example, it states:

Most of the German states belonged to the Zollverein,
a customs union which promoted fre.e trade among its
members. The Zollverein united th~ states economi
cally, makin?-; it easi~r for the middle-class leaders
of the nationalist movmnent to promote political
unification. The Prussian government w'as modc.yu and
efficient. Prussia's schools were among the best in
the l"orld. All these factors favored Prussia as a
leader in tmifying the German states. (pp. 325-327)
Incredibly, this map does not illustrate this concept; the
Zollverein is not shm·m.
Location and regionalism are not discussed.

A,\. though

the formal political regions are shown on the map, and dis
cussed in terms of their relationship to Germany, there is
no discussion as to why any particular area
unit.

viaS

addc.d as a

There is a good onportunity to discuss the Alsace-

Lorraine region, as the book mentions that the people of this
area wished to be a part of France, not Germany.
this is over-looked.

Ho'tvever,

No reference is m3de to the site or

si tuation of the various places discussed, why Bismarck
thought they should be part of a unified Germany, or why they
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were waged for in any particular sequence.

For instance.,

why did Bismarck choose to make his first attack on
dominions, Holstein and
area?

Schles'~'rig,

bolO

small

rather than some other

\\las it because of their geographic isolation in rela

tion to Prussia and other European powers?

Or was it simply

be.cause they vlere predomin!lil tly German people, although they
were ruled by the Danish king?

'l'hese questions could help

students to understand history as it happened, and that
leaders do have. re.asonR for the actions they take, and their
sequential order.
Tnis map is appropriate for its purpose, and although
not referred to directly in the text, it does blend in, and
would be useful in the classroom.
many

pos~ibilities

As with so many maps, its

are not exnloited.

A resourceful teacher

could, ho't<:ever, make good use of it.
Title of 1·1ap: The Moslem Horld Today
From The History of Our Horld, Boak, Slosson, Anderson,
Bartlett,~p-.-759.

The regionalism shmm on this map is cultural.

The

region which the fifoslems dominAte is f according to the title,
the foc",l -point of this map.

Hm.;rever, due to the colors

used, the Arab bloc becomes the focal
is used to show Arab bloc countries,

~oint.
~·]hile

A

d~rk

green

a li.ght gree.n is

used to show other countries which are part of the Moslem
world (Figure 2n).
color.

The eye is naturally drawn to the darker

In addition to this, 'the key is incomplete.

~le

to
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the'title, it is assumed that the key would indicate the
Moslem countries; to the contrary, the one color shown in
the key is that used for the Arab bloc.
is not represented on the key at all.
not show a large enough area.

TIle lighter green
Finally, the map does

The southern boundary of

Sudan is off the map, as is the eastern border of West Paki
stan.

This leaves a great deal of doubt as to exactly how

far the Hoslem region doef: extend.
of the map is "The Moslem

~';orld

In fact, since the title

Today, It

it should include

a much larger 'Dortion of the world ,than it does.
Obviously, the map must be improved, so that it does
not confuse the students.

The title of the map suggests

one purpose, 'tv-hile it is di ffi.cul t to see where the purpose
is carried out in the actual map.

Either the title of the

map should be changed, or the color symbols should be changed.
The key should be complete ~ and clear.

And the map should

include the entire area 'tv-hich is being discussed.

These are

all basic to good cartogranhy, and their absence here makes
this map more confusing tbm illuminating.
The text does not help explain the map.

It is located

in a section which discusses the }Ioslem world, bu t the dis
cussion is political, with emphasis on the importance of
oil in these countries, and in turn the world r s in teres t in
them.

The Arab League is discussed three pages after the

map, but there is no mention of
the same?

th~

Arab bloc.

Are they

Consistency is important in clarifying issues
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which tend to be naturally complex.
The quality of this map, and its lack of relatedness
to the text, leave a great deal to be desired.

A map is

needed for this section, because often a student's knmvledge
of the area is hazy and incomplete.

An accurate, clear map

of the region, with good emphasis and backing in the written
portion, would enhance the student's knowledge of the area.
Because it would be less confusing and frustrating, it would
prove to be more interesting.
'ri tIe of Mans: England and the Industrial Revolution:
Before (1700), After (1900)
From Th~ Htstory of Our Horld, BOClk, Slosson, Anderson,
Bartlett, p. 506.
These maps are very effective in shmving internal
coherence.

Included in the keys are population spread, coal

fields, and industrial areas (Figure 21).

The inter-rela

tionshilJs of these three features is visible on the map..

In

addition to intern.?l coherence, concepts of spatial distri
bution, location, change, and regionalism can be discussed.
The explAnatory note supplements the investigation of these
concepts.

It emphasizes the growth in the number of urban

centers,ctnd related industrial centers.

The questions in

the explanatory note add to the relevance of the map.
The map is located in a chapter on the Industrial
Revolution, but the map is not referred to specifically.
The map

woul~

be better located if it were four pages earlier,

where the text discusses the growth of towns and cities,
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and ponulation, and covers the reasons for the growth of
towns in certain locations, such as near a particular Dower
source.

This would be useful in a discussion of internal

coherence.
Another use for this map and the related text would be
as a background for awareness of population increase.

It

shows a large p01)l1lation increase in these two hundred years.
Hith the use of statistics, a tec?cher could relate this
growth to an averagf'., and to the present population grmvth.
The theme of change as shown through this study would then
relate to other changes -- urban growth, industrial growth,
and cha.nges in the desires and needs of the people.
This map is a very effective one.

It is applicable to

a variety of subjects, 'tvhile. at the same time it maintains
some simplicity, and does not get lost in a maze of confusing,
unrelated ideas.

This would be a valuable source to a teach

er who realized its potential.
Title of Map: Ancient Palestine
From Our World Hist0ry, Black, p. 38.
At the outset, this map is confusing.

Its title im

plies that Ancient Palestine should be on the map.

However,

no key or label indicates where Ancient Palestine is (Figure
22).

In an ex::>lanatory note under the map, the title reads,

"The kingdoms of Israel and Judah," both of which are labeled
on the map.

It is possible to assume that the purple area

on the map -- which includes Israel and Judah -- is Ancient
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Palestine.

HOIvever, one would then expect to see all of

Ancient Palestine.

But the purple extends to one corner

and tw'o. sides of the map, leaving a great deal of doubt as
to exactly how large Ancient Palestine really vles.
Phoenicia is also loeated on the map, and, in conjunc
tion with the text, a good discussion could cover the con
cepts of change, and spatial interaction.

It is mentioned

that Phoenicians were the first ireat traders in this area,
and as such they played an important role in the exchange of
idePB and cultures.

A map which shows a larger area of the

eastern }1editerranean would be more useful in understanding
Phoenicia's location in relationship with the countries it
dealt with.

However, this does not seem to be the purpose

of this map.
Philistin~

is located on the ma'PI a;Lso.

In the text,

Philistine is only mentioned passively as an invader of
tine, which resulted in the uniting of the Hebrews.

P~les

Because

of this statement, the map is again confusing; because there
is no way of knowing if the map is showing Philistine before
or after its invasion of Palestine.

Also, the term Philistine

is confusing because it is actually the people, while Phi
listia is their country.

Therefore, the student does not

know if this is the area where Philistines lived, or if this
is a poli tical region knOtVIl as Phi listia, bu t misnamed on
this map. '
Finally, this map appee.rs to do more harm than good.
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Because it is so confusing and ambiguous, the students would
ignore it, or become completely confused by it.

The only

door left open for the teacher is to use an outside

S)

urce

to clarify the issue.
Title of Map: Resources Map of North and Middle America
From Our v70rld ~hrough the ~es, Platt, Drummond, p. 417.
Resource maps can be very enlightening and helpful in
a discussion of history and geography.

Several geographical

concepts such as site and situation, regionalism -- in fact
every major geographi.cal concept -- can be discussed using
a good resource map a.s a primary tool.

Therefore, it is very

important that a resource map be well done, and specific.
This particular map meets few, if any, of the

requirements~

It is too small a scale (one inch is 800 miles) for the de
tail that it should show.

Rather than clarifying the matter,

the symbols are equally vague and confusing.
same

sy~bol

First, the

is used for more than one resource.

Silver,

gold, antimony, zinc, copper, and other minerals all have
the same symbol, drawn in the same size.

They are differen

tiated only by minute prj_nting underneath the symbol, signi ...
fying which mineral it is.

Also, the symbols

ar'~

completely

out of proportion to the map scale.

They are large -- one

symbol

In Oregon and "\vashing

mi~ht

cover an entire state.

ton, four symbols are dra't-m and labeled
hydro~electric

plant, and sawmills.

fish, ar>ples t

There is no indication

at all of .the presence of an industrial area existing in the
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Northwest, and other than the TVA, it is the only indic-'ltion
of any hydro-electric power source on the entire map.

Que

bec, which has great pmver resources, has not even been in
cluded

(Figur~

23).

This man is located well in relationship to the written
text.

There is approximately three-eighths of a page of

wri ting which covers "The Indus trial and Agricultural Revo
lutions Snread in the Americas."

Obviously, the writing can

. only be -- and is -- very general.

One paragraph is devoted

to the United States, one to Canada, and one to Latin Ameri
ca.

One major resource in Canada

asbestos -- is mentioned,

but is not even shoym on the map.
This book does continue later to bring out some geo
graphical concepts which relate to the Industrial Revolution.
Some emphasis is put on movements of people, and the develop
ment of cities and industrial areas.

However, due to the

very nature of the map, no correlation to it is possible.
It would have been better to have left the map out entirely,
or to put in one of a much larger scale, which would show
specific instance.s of site and situAtion, interdependence,
or change.

Since this is a world history book, a specific

example could be used, and then generalized to other situa
tions.
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Title of Hap: Growth of European Russia
From Livi~~ world Histo~, Wallbank, Shrier, p. 365.
Shaded colors are used quite effectively to promote
the purpose of this map.

With.a background of gray and

white, the size of Russia is shown .2t four different times,
each addition being in a different tone of blue.

Since this

is a political map, no physical features are shown, but
surrounding countries and empires are clearly labeled (Fig
ure 24).

This gives some idea of Russia's political situa

tion at its height of power in 1796, although it does not
indicate from whom Russia took over the additional terri
tories.

Also, there is no indication on the map of regional

unity or spatial interaction.

A map shmving ethnic patterns

of the region, or a physical map shm'7ing various trade and
transportFttion routes would no doubt help the student to
understand more thoroughly Russia's politIcal situation at
these various times.
In the reading, which should be associated with the
map, one might exoect to discover what controls Rtlssia had
over her new territories.

Did she superimpose Russian domi

nance on the native peoples, or did she llttempt to integrate
the new areas with Russia, and eventually assimilate the
new people into her culture?

If this Here discussed, an

examinFttion of the spatial distribution of various culture
groups would add a great deal of meaning to the impact which
political expansion can have.

Instead, the reading which

should be related to the mao does not elaborate on the meaning
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of the map, or even fully explain it.

In one sentence

("During the 15th and 16th centuries two famous Russian
rulers

~-

Ivan the Great and Ivan the Terrible -- extended

the po\Vcr of Russia and centralized its government"), the
entire grml7th of Russia from 1462 to 1676 is covered.

Accord

ing to the map, it was during this time that Russia gained
a great deal of territory.
Concepts of circulation and' accessibility are only
vaguely referred to in a discussion of Russia's need for a
port on the Baltic and Black Seas.

These concepts could be

made much clearer with discussions of Russia's latitude,
closeness to the Arctic Circle, and river transportation.
In conclusion, it appears that this map is quite
limi ted.

I t has been used by the authors to show hmv much

terri tory Russia gained in a period of tt:ree cent-uries.

The

period of time which this one small map covers necessitates
it being a very general map.

It would have been more effec

tive had the time been limited perhaps to the period of
Peter the Great and Catherine the Great's reigns.

It was

during this time that Russia gained her "windows on Europe."
Spatial interaction could then be discussed in relation to
the justification of political expansion, and the wars which
result from it.

As is, it teeche.s none of these concepts

well, and is useful only as a general introduction to Russian
expansion.
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Ti tle of Hap: Industry and Empire.s in the 19th Century
From The R~eant of Worlrl History, Leinwand, pp. 390-391.
~his

two-page map is used as an introductory map to a

ne"tv unit entitled, "The Meeting of Democracy, Industry, and
Empire."

It is a world map in gray, white, and blue, and

shows physi.cal relief in some detail.

There is a key, and

latitude and longitude are dra"tro. in, although there is no
indication of the equator, or any degrees.

Areas shaded in

blue ?re under foreign control, and the one symbol is to
indicate industrial centers.

Since the title says,

ft • • •

in

the 19th Century," there is some question as to whethe.r these
two symbols B.re representative of 1800, or 1899, or both.
Concepts of spatial distribution and locati.on can be
taught in connection with this map.

The location of the

places under foreign control could be examined in terms of
relative location to other countries and continents.

Using

the ';vorld as the region being studied, the spatial distribu
tion of the industrial centers would serve as a good basis
for understanding disoersion.

Spatial interaction vlould

also be pertinent, as the spread of the Industrial Revolu
tion was examined.
However, upon examining the map itself, it is quickly
discovere~

that SOMe of these ideas -- although theoretically

possible -- are not practical when applied to the map.
Spatial distriblltion as shown by the dispersal of industrial
centers is on one h,'::!ud the most effective use. of this map,
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whiie on the other hand it is impossible.

The map is placed

in such a way that the place where the two pages meet ab
sorbs Great Britain, and most of France (Figures 25,26, and
27).

Since the Industrial Revolution originated in Great

Bri tainT and spread froln there, the map is deceiving.

The

symbol for industrial center is used only three times
Great Britain, France, and th'e: United States.

in

Since the

first two countries are absorbed in the crease of the book,
the one in the United States stands out, thus reinforcing
stude>.nts'

mistakE~n

notion that the United States is and h0s

ehlays been the. leader in everything.
The 10cA.tion of areRS under foreign control, e,s shown
by shading, can be useful for a very general discussion.
However, since there is no indication as to who controls
what, this map would be useful only briefly, or as background
reference material.

Throughout this sixty-page chapter,

there are only four more maps.

The largest of these covers

a fourth of a p8.ge, and they are all involved with the
spreading empires, in .\frica, the United Kingdom, CRnada, and
Australia.

This does not give a complete picture of empires

as they existed at this time.

There is no map of industrial

centers, and not even a discussion of its spread from one
area to another.

Thus the only b8.sis for discussion of the

spatial distribution and spreCld of the Industrial Revolution.
is the misleading man used as an introduction to the uni t.
It vlOuld have been more effective to have a one-page
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map, with Englanrl as the focal point, and arrO'>'1S shot-ling
time and direction of the spreRd of the Industrial Revolu
tion.

Some discussion of this should accomoany the map.

Then, a color-keyed, full-page map of the world could have
been used to

ShO';ol

empires.

This would lead to a better

understanding of which countries dominated the largest por
tion of the world, and their relative locations.

It is

important to know not only this, but to understand why these
particular areas were controlled by the various powers.
Title of Mal): Early Migrations into Japan
.
Hu~Prl. Achievement, Petrovich, Curtin, p. 662.
From The -.
This is a very general map, which is dominated by
mainland China.

All geographical fe::ttures have been re

moved, le.aving simple land masses and water bodies.

Arrows

have been superimposed to shmv general source areas of the
early migrations to Japan (Figure 28).
tion about this map is, how early?

A rather b"'.sic ques

There is no indication

at all whether these migrations were the first ones to
Japan, or if they were made in 1500 A.D.
this in doubt.

The map leaves

It is a very general map, wh\ch does not

tell when the people migrated, or exactly where they came
fron.
The text does not aid in explaining the map.

There

is no reference to it in the text, and although the map is
located in a section where the history of Japan is discussed,
Japan hA.s a very long history.

A section entitled "Early
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Japanese History" (p. 661), talks about three sources of
the Japane.se people.

Since their reference points are

Manchuria, Nongolia, and Malaysia, and none of these are on
the map, either this is not the correct "early,tt or the
authors made little effort to correlate written work vIi th
maps.
A good map showing the origin of the Japanese people
could be useful, as well as interesting.,

Specific geographi

cal concepts such as spatial interAction, theme of change,
and' internal coherence could be discussed.

But a map which

shows migrations must be accurate and informative in order
to create interest.

This one should label the specific sources

of people, and put dates on each arrow.

If Manchuria was

their original home, that reg:ion should be labeled as such
not as "Asia."
they were.

Even more imnortant is the type of people

In conjunction with a good, accurate map, there

should be descriptive text about the people, where they were
from, and their culture, so that

R

better understanding

could be gained of the modern Japanese. people, and of hmv
they have developed through the ages.
This map could be a useful addition to the book, but
if it were a choice of leaving it in as is, or removing it
from the book, it would be more advantageous for it to be
removed from the book, and for the teacher to construct her
own.

Maps are supposed to aid instruction, but this map is

a hindrance, and confuses the matter.
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Title of l"Iap: Eastern Europe
From Story of Nations, Rogers, Adams, Brown, p. 500.
Both political and physical features are denicted on
this map, in shaded orange, black, and white.

The moun

tains are in lighter orange, with no indication of altitude.
The only rivers on the map are the main streams of the
Danube, Vistula, and Oder, with no indication that these are
part of river systems.

The

Darda~elles

and Bosporus are

labeled, along tvith the Black, Adriatic, and, Baltic seas.
No mention is made of the Nedi terranean.

Politically, thE>.

countries of Eastern Europe are labeled, and some of the
surrounding countries are also labeled (Figure 29).
Since the majority of the page opposite the map is
entitled, "Eastern Europe.:

Geogrcrphic Setting, It one assumes

there will be a discussion of the geogranhy of Eastern
Europe.

Instead, it is more of a description of the place

ment of the countries in the arE::a, and their difficul t posi.
tion between

com~unist

East and democratic West, a point

not depicted on the map.

Some mention is made of si te and

situation, and accessibility.
called a "geographic setting."

Hmvever, it could hardly be
The most "geographical"

statement refers to the mountainous chqracter of the region,
which
• • • would seem to make them {]:ast European
countrie@ difficul t to invade. Actually, hm'l
ever, there are several passes through the moun
tains which have for centuries permitted entry to
wandering tribes, foreign armies, and peaceful
merchants alike. (D. 501)
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This is followed by the mention of the resultant variety in
peoples, languages, and customs which prevail in the region.
Hmvever, there is no indication of the location of these
passes.

A brief reference is made to the narrow straits of

the Bosporus and Dardenelles -- not as routes from Black
Sea to Mediterranean, but as easily surmountable barriers
between Eastern Eurooe and Asia;
In looking at this map and the accompanying text, one
quickly gets the feeling that this general survey is so
general that not much is learned.

There are tremendous

possibi.lities, however, if it were handled differently.

A

more descriptive map in terms of physical features could be
very helpful in a discussion of spatial interaction, and
theme of changes.

Since the political boundaries are drawn

in broad white lines, they dominate the map.

According to

the title of this section of the text, this map should deal
with a geogranhic

not political -- setting.

Thus the

poli tical boundaries should be presented in a more subtle
manner.

The author has tried to present both, and has

failed to present a complete picture of either.

~

CHAPTER

III

STATISTICAL ANALYSES
'£his chapter contains statistics arrived at through
detaile.d enalyses of maps in textbooks.

A total of uven ty

three eighth grade United States history bcoksand tenth
grade world history books was used.

Every map in each book

was listed and tallied, according to twenty-three categories
which will be defined here.

The tally marks 'tV'ere then

totale.d for each book, and the concluding statistics com
prise the. bulk of this chapter.

In chapter four, conclu

sions which can be dratNn from these statistics are explaine.d.
Mans could receive tally marks in several columns.
The rensons for this 'can best be understood by reading the
follmving de.fini tions of the categories, and then examining
the. examples of the tally sheets.

The only difference between

the examples and the real tally sheets, is that each book
required
W8.S

tHO

or three pages to list its maps.

Also, there

.mother column in which tb make notes and comments a

bou t the maps.
'lbe first tabulation given contains
about the numbe.r of maps in the texts.

~eneral

statistics

This is followed by

tabulations broken down into the specific categories.
concluding page contains a.table

su~~arizing

A

the statistics.
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ward expansion of the United States, would be counted
not only as 'a transportation map, but also as an his
torical map.
5. Economic:

Economic maps include those which shmv some

kind of economic area, or activity which supports an
area's economy.

It can include natural resources,

trade areas, or industrial and commercial areas.

It

does not include specific transportation, as these are
list~d

in anothe,r category.

Thus, only if the trans

portation route is definitely labeled trade route, is
it tallied in this category as well as in transporta
tion.
6.

Cult~ral:

This category is limited to human aspects or

characteristics, such as langue.ge, race, religion, or
other cul rural features.

A map showing the Hoslem

world would be included here., as \-1ould one showing
language distribution in India.
7. Transportation:

As mentioned earlier, this category

refers to transportation routes, systems, or types.
EaTly routes of railroads, or present great circle
airline routes, would both fall in this category.

If

a trade route is being shm,m, it would count both in
transnortation and econonic categories.
8. Climati.c:

This is a narrow topic, lir.1ited strictly to

climatic characteristics as shmm on maps.

Some of

these might be rainfall, air currents, or average
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temperatures.

An example of a climatic map is one

shm'ling the monsoons in India.
9. General Introduction:

This category includes maps used

at the beginning of a chapter or unit, to introduce
the student to the topic to be studied.

The size of

these maps varies from quite small, to tvlO pages.

But

no matter w'hat the size,- they are usually quite general.
10. Atlas:

An atlas section is included in several books,

either as an appendix, introduction, or in the center
of the. book.

'l'hey are usually in color, and cover

several pages.

Two-page maps of large areaS were

included in this category only if they were part of an
atlas section; if they were scattE'.red throughout the
book, they were not included.
11. Cartogram:

These are hand-drawings, based on pictures,

paintings, or prose, which are not exact
of a real place.

duplicatio~s

For example, a draw"ing of a typical

manor house of the feudal era is often included in
world history books.
12. Black and

~>lhite:

The first .of the color categories, this

one includes mans which use only black, white, or
grays; no other colors can be present.
13. Shaded Color:

These maps are done with a single color,

such as blue, dominating the map.

Various features

are shown in different shades of the blue.

Included

in this category are. maps which have no more than two

/rff!'fr,,~ iJ~'H 1,,'';':'11'1:'
jf;.... ~II.II .. 1)
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colors -- such as blue and green -- in various shades,
and combined with white, black, or grays.
14. Color:

Maps Hhich use three or more colors are included

in this.category.
15. Size:

The size recorded for each map is based on the

portion of the page which the map covers.

In other

words, a map might cover Uvo pages, a half a page, or
an eighth of a page.
16. Key:

If a map had any kind of key, it was included in

this category.

This means not only a specific legend,

but sometimes. there would be a sentence at the bottom
of the map which served as a key.

For example, tiThe

blue area indicates land held by the Masai."
17. Scale:

If a map had the scale in which it was drawn

indicated on it, it was included in this category.
18. Latitude and Longitude:

Maps which indicated the latitude

or longitude in any way are included in this category.
Sometimes this would mean the standard meridian and
parallel lines.

At other times it might be limited

to just the e.quator, or partial lines at the edge of
the map, which did not cross the entire map.
. 19. Directional Arrow, or Orientation Symbol:
of direction

Any indication

usually in the form of a north arrow -

was :included in this category.
20. Question:

If there is a question in the text vlhich refers

to a map, then that map received a tally mark in this
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category.

The question might be in a chapter or unit

revieH, but it must refer to a specific map.

A gener

al: referral to the maps within the chapter was not
included.
21. Explanatory Note:

This is a note, apart from the main

text, which discusses the map.

It might refer speci

fically to the. map, or discuss it in general; but if
the note is located under, beside, or above the map,
and obviously was intended to accompany the map, that
map received a tally mark in this category.
22.

Cont~xt:

Sometimes an author will refe.r specifically

to a map in the text of the book.

It might be part

of the prose (HAs the map on this page shows, the
Panama Canal drama tically shortened • • • • rt), or it
might do it in a note-type fashion. ("The Panama Canal
shortened the shipping route by several thousand miles.
See map, page 356.").

But if the map is referred to

in any way wi thin the text, it 'tvas included in this
category.
23. Location:

This refers to the location of the map within

the text.

This category was severly limited to maps

located on the exact page on which they are referred
to in the text.

A map which received a tally mark in

this category was referred to specifically in the text
on the same page.
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/

TABLE III
GENE~~L

STATISTICS

Percentage of each book devoted to maps:
Text
Number

1
2
3
4

\.Jorld History:

6
7
8
9
10
11

15.1%
13.5%
14.2%
13.9%
9.6%
12.1%
11.1%
14.2%
15.0%
16.4%
11.8%

Average

13.4%

5

The average tenth grade.

Text
Number

12
13
·14
15
16
17
18
19
20

21
22
23

U. S._ }listory

11.9%
12.6%
8.7%
8.7%
11.1%
12.6%
9.9%
6.4%
8.6%
9.9%
10.9%
6.3%
9.8%

~vor1d

his tory book ha.s 98 maps.

The average eighth grade U. S. history book has 65.67 maps.
There is a total of 1 079 maps in the eleven world history
texts.
p

There is R total of 788 maps in the twelve United States
history texts.
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The fOllowing seven tabulations are based on total
maps in each category.

The total number of maps in each

category, in each book, are listed and totaled.

Then, using

the total number of maps in all world or United States his
tory books, the percentage of maps which contain that parti
cular characteristic is arrived at.
is

£l

After these seven pages

chart which lists the percentages in a comparative

system.
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TABLE IV
Text
Number

Physical
Geography

Labeled
?hysical Geography

1
2
3
4
5

14
8
9
10
4

6

3
2
8
3
3
10
1
. 0
2
18

17
114

52

World
History
Texts

6

6

7
8

4
17
19

9

10
11
Percenta~e

of

Total Naps

10.6%

Climatic

0
0
0
0
0
1
0
0
4
0
0
5

2

4.8%

0.5%

--_.
U.

s.

History
Texts
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
---

Percentage of
Total Maps

36
33
2
7
25
14
31
17
12
8
3l~

5
224
28.4%

0
1
0
0
1
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
2

0
3
0
0
0
0
1
0
1
1
0
0
6

0.3%

0.8%
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TABLE V
Text
Number

Political

Economic

Cultural

Transportation

5
6
3
3
11
0

2
3
4
3
3
6
3
7
7
1
3
42

8
4
7
2
7

\.forld
History
Texts
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11

Percentage of
Total Naps

8
8
24
10
10
10
1
18
7
10
19
125

2

1
1
1
0
3.3
3.1%

11.6%

-------

-

3.9%

l~

6
5
12
4
4
63
·5.8%

-------

--,--------

U. S ..

History
Texts
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23

Percentagr:. of
Total Haps

2
12
3
6
9
9
8
2
8
1
9
0
69
8.8%

3
5
1
3
6
4
7
3
4
8
8
1
53
6.7%

3
2
0
1

7
3
0
8
1
3
2
0
30
3.8%

8
9
6
2
8
5
18
2
11
13
11
7
100
12.7%
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TABLE VI

World
History
Texts

Text
Number

1
2
3
4
5

~

44
75
73
35
l}3

47
62
8
49
50
9
10
62
11
65
-<--------605
6

7

Percentage of
Total Maps

56.1%

Scale
-33
1
t~2

0
30
7
14
30
24
8

0
189

Latitude
and Lon~itude

11
17
16
78
6
9
67
26
15
7
2
25t~

Orientation
Symbol

0
0
0
0

0
6
2
0
6

0
0
14

17.5%

23.5%

1 .. 3%
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27
43
3
4
7
13
11
1
3
12
18
0

0
1
0
0
2
0
0
2
0
0
6
0

-----.
U. S.
History
Texts
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23

Percentage of
Total Naps

32
53
14
12
33
18
61
24
11
56
34
27
375
47.6%

9

7
18
37
0
54
1
10
0
21
0
231
29.3%

1~2

18.0%

---rr
1.4%

u. s.

History
Texts
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23

Percentage of
Total :t-1aps

17
11
3
37
8
1
1
0
0
50
0
0
128
16.2%

84
31
22
2
81
63
72
7
30
21
7
10
430
54.6%

18
14
0
0
52
9
65
0
18
37
20
0
233
29.6%

4
1
0
0
16
0
30
0
2
20
10
0
83
10.5%
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TABLE VIII
Text
Number
World
History
Texts
1
2
3

4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11

Percentage of
Total Maps

Historical

105
82
75
73
48
67
78
48
93
62
75
806
74.7%

Cartograms

2
0
3
3
0
1
7
2
1
1
0
20
1.9%

General
Introduction

0
0
7
7
0
0
1
27
0
38
21
101
9.4%

Atlas

0
7
13
0
0
0
12
0
7
7
0
46
4.3%

------------
U.

s.

History
Texts
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23

Percentage of
Total Maps

82
58
28
30
74
69
64
35
4l!.

72
58
41
655
83.1%

3
0
4
1
0
3
0
3
0

0

0

0
0

0
0
0

0
0

1
0
3
0

5
0
3
0
0

0

0

0

3

1

0

0

17

5

5
2
15

2.2%

0.6%

1.9%
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TABLE IX
Text
Number
Horld
History
Texts
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8

9
10
11

Percentage of
Total Maps

Black
and
--...

White

...... ~--..

.

Shaded Color

Color

0
106
37
0
0
15
12
9
60
7
0
246

5

115

0

0

9
6
70
8
8
97
0
0
10
213

63
79
2
61
63
0
50
104
83
620

19.7%

57.5%

22.8%

u. S.
History
Texts
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23

: Percentage of
Total Maps

1
0
1
38
0
41
0
3
33
10
1
0

128

16.2%

49
45
4
2
75
31
73
35
10
68
70
35
497
63.1%

37
36
30
0
9
15
4

3
13
0
10
6

163

20.7%
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TABLE X

OF PERCEN'rAGES
OF -TOTAL HAPS IN
EACH CATEGORY

SUMHA.<1{Y

World

United States

10.6%

28.4%

4.8%

.3%

.5%

.8%

11.6%

8.8%

Economic

3.1%

6.7%

Cultural

3.9%

3.8%

Transportation

5.8%

12.7%

Key

56.1%

47.6%

Scale

17.5%

29.3%

Latitude and Longitude

23.5%

18.0%

1.3%

1.4%

Question

12.5%

16.2%

Explanatory Note

30.6%

54.6%

Context

14.4%

29.6%

1.9%

10.5%

Historical

74.7%

83.1%

Cartograms

1.9%

2.2%

General Introduction

9.4%

.6%

Atlas

4.3%

1.9%

Black and Hhite

19.7%

16.2%

Shaded Color

57.5%

63.1%

22.8%

20.7%

Physical Geography
Labeled Physical Geography
Climatic
Political

Orientation Symbol

Location

Color

..

CHAPTSR IV
CONCLUSIONS
Severa.l revealing conclusions can be drawn from the
statistics in chapter three.

The' first and most obvious is

that historical maps dominate the texts.

In the world his

tory books that were examined, 74.7% of the maps had an
historical feature in them; 83.1% of the maps in the United
States history books had an historical feature.

Since these

are basically historical texts, this is justifiable to a
degree; but other elements should be incorporated also, so
as to present a complete, balanced history.

History is not

an isolated science, but actually includes the elements of
many other areas of study.

History is closely related to

economic development, physical geography, and cultural
differences.
H~qever,

the eighth and tenth grade history books ex

amined do not reveal the relationship through maps.

In the

world history books, "dth 74.7%. of the maps historical, only
3.1% are economic, 5.8% transportation, 3.9% cultural, and
10.6% shot., physical geography. 2

In the United States history

.
2Although these fig;ures total' to 98.1% of the me.ps in
the average text, in fact th~y make up a smaller percentage,
since several maps usually contain more than one element.

~
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books', vTi th 83.1% dealing wi th his tory, 6. 7% deal with eco
nomics, 12.7% lvith transportation, 3.8% with culture, and
28.4% with physical geography'.

For both

cas~s,

this means

that simple, histori.cal maps, showing political en ti tie.s,
dominate the history course.
political histori.es.

Essentially, then, the.y are

Yet even in political study, elements

of physical geography, transportation, Bnd
al features must be examined.

so~e

For example, the events which

led to the separation of Pakistan and India, are
religious differences.

other cultur

In spite of

~his,

bas'~d

on

none of the books

examined had a ma!1 showing this, although it could be shown
quite effectively through the use of cultural and historical
maps.

Likewise, the history of Europe shoul.d not be limited

to political maps, bu t should include other features which
can be

int~s:rated ~vi th

them, to create a complete T){ctl1re of

historical developments.
The average length of the world history books analyzed
is 732 pages, with 98 maps •. Using the average statistics
just quoted, of these 98 maps, 73.2 would be historical,
3 would 'be economic, 5.7 would deal with transportation,
3.8 w(iuld be cultural, and 10.4 would illustrate physical
geography.

Out of 732 pages, this is not very many maps

devoted to ideas other than political his tory.
Labeled physical geograryhy was used little -- 0.3% -
in these Uniten States history books,
on 4.8% of the world history maps.

However, it was used

In addition to using this
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ineffective technique of illustrating physical features with
the written word, the world history books that were examined
used a much smaller percentage of maps which shmved physical
features symboli.cally.

Of the examined United States his

tory text maps,. 28.4% were physical geography; of the world
history texts, only 10.6% were physical geography.

The world

hi.story texts had 17.8% fevrer maps which symbolically illus
trated physical geography_

The. conclusion is that world

history texts do not appear to emphasize physical geography
as much as the United States history texts do.
Atlases 't<7ere not used in a majori ty of these books.
Five of the eleven world history books had them, and six of
the United States history books had thern; only 47.8% of the
texts examined had atlases.

With an atlas in each book,

each child has a personal reference tool, which might serve
as a motivating device.

In addition, the "teacher can use it

to supplement other maps in the book.

HO\vever,' the quality

of cartographic representation cannot be judged solely on the
basis of the presence of an atlas.

Atlases often attempt

to shmv too large an area in too small a scale; in addition
to this, many atlas maps contain too many features, and the
map becanes a confusing maze.

In the atlas category, although

there is a snaller percentage of world history books with
atlas-'?s

45. 4 %, a.s compared to 50% in the United States

history texts -- a large.r percenta.ge of the maps -- 4.3% as
compared to 1.9% -- a.re in the atlas sections.

This ].ndicates
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that world hi.story texts with atlases tend to have a larger
atlas section.

If the atlas section is accurate, and includes

a variety. of maDS which represent different aspects of life,
this can be advantageous.

However, large scale, specific

maps within the text are invaluable, and cannot be replaced
by atlases.
The technical aspects of maps in these books was dis
appointing.

Scale is a very imnortant feature of maps, and

a major concept of geography.

Yet, only 17.5% of the world

history maps examined, and 29.3% of the United States history
maps have the scale represented on them.

The scale in whi.ch

a map is drawn is important, for it can misrepresent the
point which is being made.

By using an inappropriate scale

for maps, a point might be over- or under-exaggerated.

For

instance, in a study of lcmd use, a very large scale map
would show that within city boundaries, there is still vacant
and/or agricultural land; a small scale map might show the
entire city as being densely populated.
~cale

Thus, an appropriate

for each map must be carefully decided, and, in order

for the teacher to use the map effectively and accurately,
the scale

~st

be given on the map.

Teachers should use

scale repeatedly, to train students to examine a map for its
content, and to help them gain a realistic idea of the rela
tive size of places; however, with so few, maps in texts
showing scal.e, this is difficult to do.
Keys are used more than scales on these maps.

In the
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lvorld history books analyzed, 56.1% of the maps have keys,
and 47.6% of the maps in the United States history texts
have keys.

In the tabulating of the maps, the evaluator was

constantly aware. of the lack of keys.

Of the mans analyzed

in de.tail in chapter two, 56% had keys, and 44% did not.
Symbols ann colors alike were used with no indication of
what they meant.

For example, the map of Ancient Palestine

(Figure 22), used color with no key, and was a very confusing
map.

LikeHise, the resource map of North and }.fiddle America

(Figure 23), had no key, and

WB.S

cove.red with symbols.

A

key is necessary on almost every map, so that students can
learn to use them, and can interpret the map without becoming
frus trated over its lack of communi.cative skills.
l,atitucle and longitude are very helpful in understanding
the relative location of places.

For instance, if a student

knows the latitude and longitude of the place where he lives,
and maps indicate the latitude and longitude of places being
studied, a relationship between the two can be established.
Yet, only 23.5% of the world history maps, and 18.0% of the
United States history maps indicated what the latihlde and
longitude were.

The orientation symbol, or directional

arrow, was used even less; 1.3%

~n

the world history texts,

and 1.4% in the United States history texts.

These are

especially necessary on maps when north is not at the "top"
of the map.

Both lati tude and longitude, and the directional

arrow are important in the location of places, and a good
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cartographic representation should contain these ingredients.
The dominating factor in the color of the maps was
that

shad~d

color appears to be the most popular technique

at this time.

Of the 1079 world history maps, 57.5%, or

620, were in shade.d colors.

Only 19.7% (213) 1;.;rere black and

white, and 22.8% (246) were in color.

The shaded color maps

were even more predomina'l1t in the 788 United States hi.story
maps; 63.1~1o (497) were shaded color, 16.2% (128) were. black
.and white, and 20.7% (163) were in full color.

This popular

technique is acceptable, but there is a major draHback in
that sometimes the colors are not distinctive enough, and
thus the divisions are not clear.
The final four categories -- question, explanatory
note, context, and location, are all related to how the map
is used in the text.

This is very

import~nt,

becauRe if the

maps are not correlated to the text, they are often ignored
by student and teacher alike.
in the book is very important.

•

First, the location of the map
If it is not in the appro

priate section, so that the map can be examined in conjunction
wi th the read ing, ,,7l. thou t having to turn pages, the map

loses relevancy, and is not used.

Although this category

may have be.en limited too severly, the statistics still have
sane meaning.

Only 1.9% of the analyzed world history text

maps were referred to in the text on the same page as the
map.

In the United States history books, 10.5% of the maps

were referred to in their paginal location.

Thus, the great

majority of maps were not referred to specifically on the
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page ",here they were located.
away from the related text.

Mqny maps were several pages
This is very disadvantageous

in a classroom situation.
There were three ways in which a map could be used
within a textbook:

1) referred to specifically i.n context,

2) have an explanatory paragraph, separate from the main
text, which described or made use·of the map, 3) referred to
in a ques tion in the chapter or uni t review.

The technique

most used in both United States and world history books was
the explanatory note.

In the world history texts, 30.6% of

the maps had an explanatory note; 54.6% of the maps in these
United States texts had eXDlanatory notes.

A specific re

fere.nce in the text was used wi th llf. 0% of the world his tory
maps, and with 29.6% of the United State.s history maps.
Questions were use.d with only 12.5% of the world history
maps, and 16.2% of the Unite.d States history maps.

In all

three instances, more maps in the United States history
texts were referred to in one or more of these three ways.
Evidently maps are not correlated to the text as closely in
world history books as in United States history books.

The

correlation of maps to the text is very important to their
use in the classroom, and their meaning to the sUldents.
If a map is merely chosen because. of convenience, instead of
appropriateness, and put in only in a sense of duty, instead
9f for its meaning, it is often useless.
In chapter

b-lO

it was shown hmv maps could be used to
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. correlate history and geography.

The basic geographical

concepts can' be inc'orporated into the maps and the text, and
thus become an integral part
of the students' social science

~

courses.

At times, the maps used in these textbooks were

appropriate.

This indicates an inconsistency in the selection

of maps for school texts, and also'creates a feeling of
tokenism.

The authors see.m to feel that maps should be in

cluded, and yet they are not selective in their use of them.
In order for this to be corrected, authors are going to have
to be more demanding of themselves, and their publishers.
The maps must be chosen with care, so that they accuratP,ly
and effectively represent the points being discussed.

The

maps should be representative of good cartographic skills,
so that they can be used to their utmost.

"'1hen a good map

has been carefully selected, it should then be incorporated
directly into the text.

It should be referred to specifi

cally in the running commentary, and the student should not
be bound by repetitive, mirror-type questions, but should
be motivated to interpret the maD, and use it to its fullest
extent.
There should be a variety· of maps, both in type and
purpose.

A map made several centuries ago can be motivating

and useful; a good exempl e is the one used in chapter two,
of L'Enfant's plan of Washington,D. C. (Figure 5).

lbere

should also be effective topographical maps, used in rela
tionship to transportation, economic, and cultural maps.
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An isolated physical £eatures map may be interesting for a
moment, but" when used in conjuction with other maps, it gains
meaning.

To limit maps to historical and political subjects

is to limit the study of history.

Instead,'in assortment of

maps which can be used to illustrate the six basic geographic
al concepts, and correlate these principles to historical
studies, should be incorporated into textbooks.

These ideas

are an integral part of history, and cannot be left out.
Geography is very closely lJnked to history, and when
the two are taught in an integrated fashion, each gains
more meaning, and is more comprehensible.

If maps are care

fully chosen, they can serve as one of the major tools in.
correlating the two subjects, and helping the sUJdents to
gain an understanding of the major geographical concepts.
It is to the advantage of both students and subject matter
to correct the faults of the textbooks used in schools.

The

use of maps in these books is poor, and often inexcl1sable;
with a conscientious effort,it could become one of the best
features of the books.

:Hore analyses such as this one need

to be done, so that a clear understanding of the problem
as it exists now can b'? gained..
the problem could be attacked,

~Vi th

~nd

this unders tanding,

corrected.
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Because 01 A1ajor I'EIIJant'~ /ar.lightt-J I'/UII . the City
oneo/the most beaLl/ilul ill the world .

Jefferson had tuken a pcrwnal '"tcrest 10
'he planning of 'he "edcral Ci'y, In hi, o"n
home, :-'Ion'icello. he rod <re.ltd an arehi
,ee,ural gem, He .ubmllled .nonymou,ly a
plan for 'he Capnol. whIch did nOl Win. lie
"'5 .ucce"ful In proposing 'he :-;cgro •
lronomcr and mathcn:::.:ic.1l1o. BcoJanun Ban
one of 'he three men l~y ou, the

'0

0/

n 'u.\hillKt(m tot/a)' i\

b).

19~~

AU

tne~ men u.JU LV"- '~""

~. nnd C<\Ulppcd. ~1~reovcr. Ihey hod

moved not ju~t to Europe but to fight.
In many !"Irts of Ihe "orld
fighl World War 11. Ihe Uniled Slale
10 build Ihousand, of ,hip" Cargo ,e,were needed to carry supplies to ames
i-- to American forces overseac-.., Tranc;,port~
:te needed to carry trOO~.
Wan.hips of many \"inds were required
had to fig.ht \ubmarine.". German) had
Ian) morc .,,'ubmarinc\ than in World War

were dcveloped during \\'orld \\ 'ar II 1111.:'
mo'!>t famou~ was-the LST. The initiah ~tll()d
for Landing Ship Tank. bUI ;ailo" \\ ho
sc::rved on them ~aid the 1eltC~ reall}' ~tood
for Large Slow Target.
Tanh, truch. and other vchicles "wcrc
needed hy the tcn .. of thou-.ands for the war.
Automobile fo.lctoric .. \\erc changcd O\·cr to
Illakc the~ \chicle~, But the demands werc
>,(1 great that man~ nc\\ factories had to be
built while the \\ar \\3S in progn:ss.

a

le,nOJ epCJ~ puc
''tN't' 'tW'tN'td
. '11

t
V !1 .?

01

..,

Panama Conal. Notice on the mop Ileft) thai the Atlantic entry to the conal
r.,.. 'I than lhe Pacific entry. The Mlrollores lock, (right I. lowt:r a ,hlp
le..,~ 01
!!' pones through the canal on her way lu lhe Onent

had ~tart(-d a cana1. but
of rnaLtria among the
amI offic'ials had call'>(-d

With drl"(l~t·s. l(x-omotIH's,
and ,ast qualltltit'S o( suppli('s - to
<:\It .Iwa\ tilt· mountains and huild
tll(.' gian't locks, There were many
dhcouragl'ments. Landslides (ro~
the mountains filled in the newh'dug chann£'is. Foundations of the
locl.:.'1 cntmbll-d and fell awav, lIowever the vlorkmen labored heroi-

Int'lI-

call~' in

the hot tTopical sun,
Finallv, the work was completed

In \\'iUohington, Pr~idMlt \\'ihon

pushed a button whirh let the ,""atPrS
pour into th" canal. On.~u~wt 15.
1914, the lint ,hip pcoued through
the ·Bi~ Ditch." The chid engineer
Colonel Ceo~. Cottb:.h, was the
hero of the day.
The =1 baa """t $¥.JO.Qt'JO)ffJ.
Iud the l'niled Su,,,, rccdved
>UII1' The 13.iling lime 01
c::t greatlv. The route

you npt:ct f.lrmin~ in thi~ .Irca to be easier or mOrl~ difficult
than in thl' Low FLit rq~i()n farthl'r to till' south? "'h\' do
~Oll think so?
.
Tht·n.· ,.Ir(' lIIallY other things to be leamed from these
maps. If t·arly eolonisb hlld been able to look at such mnps,
the\' would han.' found it ei.lsier to find the location th(')' most
wanted. As \'OU rc,ld about the pillces settled by the early col
onists and how these people made their li\'ings, look. hack
now and then at the maps. They will help you understand u'/,y
mam' things happened.

--'ill,-,

I

-,

a It.,mlory of Louisiana which controlled
the m~ulh of the \lississippi River .
.\'apo)llon's pU rpoSl' was to build lip a
French (·mpin· . with broad a nd \'alnable lands in the \;'(' W " "orld
The man\" Americans who had
l pushc on il;to thl' Jand to the cast of
thl' \fissis ippi w('re much alannl'd
wht'n th ey heard of this mon" of \J'apolcon. Imh.' ad of weak Spain, they
\H're to have powerful FranCt-' for a
nt'ighhor If Xapoleon succeeded in
his wars it s(:('m(:d lik(>h- that lx·fon'
.. l'r~ lon~ th(> L·nitt·d Sta"tt·s would hc'
"b tim'atl'll(>d with French anni('s from
4

tlw

Wi'St.

On the

olh~r

hand.

If

'a-

r.oi('on failed and the British won, it
c \ .. as (,lltiTC')\" po...;iblt· that I.ollislan.l
"ould 1M..' Ct-dr-d to Grc-at Britain ano
that
trong- and dan~1 rous nation
v.-uuJd theu menacr the l"ml,-d, StCitf
\\n..t hould ldf non do"
I.~

lto"'~

Mum lo

411 ~t._

Thc' .\mc'ric.'an ('I1\"OP
rC:,ldv to st'll. The war had

going against him , and his
Fn'nch (·mpir(· ill Arm·rit.1
s('('mt.·d n'rv [.lint. Tlu' 011"
whi<:h II(' nt:(·dNI mon° than

ilLS '011 '''HUltl h.t\l' to l.''''l· .1
t ~t."(( Kit or it lun to ~() hnm

.1

of

had 0 \ 0
tr::u l .

r.1I)\\,;;1\

h.1ncl' mcd .11,,1 lot.11
h;" dec re;1~ed
(oulltries in

"ere joined to form

~~.s

Ill(: (".Irlv H'.1r,. huncln.'d,

OIlC'

r ilroad

tn

another.

\1 o.

frci~hl Iud In hl' I(;.ldcd .md un-

IO.ldc"d man" time: . The railro:l(h
Iud tra« klli of difIl.:rt·nt wldth'i "'.,
ell~IIlC and (.11'\ of nile railroad
(ould nut tr;t\cl Oil the tf.llk, of
othtr linl""'i~ It C\l'ntu;ll1) bcral11c
I\t.:u ' .In to ('(nnhl11c nun" of the
lo( .11 linc", II1tn r:tilnxlCl ""\',It.'I11' to
gt.' ( rid nr ((mh,,,,,inn ilnd dd;n .
rht' next ,tt'p. IhlTdort" W.1' In
unilt' m.lIn rn.lel, so lra.\ der"! (-ould
go from 011(' p.nl of Ihe «olll1lT)" to
anmher without h;l\ II1g to rhangt"
tr.lill', rllI'i W,1 ,oon ;t("("ompli,hcd
through tht' dforl' of a few far-

EARLY RAILROADS IN THE UNITED STATES

The Increa.e In the number of po.t rood. in thirty
year. give. you a good Ideo of how fo.t our country
was growing In the pe,fod which followed 'he war.

States came, some of the railroad-builders
were pll~hing westward and reaching a few
of the frontier settlemenllo. Life in those settlemenllo changed when the railroad came.
The stagL'COaches and freight-wagon busine e suffered and man\' river steamers
ceased running. The railro;d became important in American life.
Weslern Travel In Ihe Early Days

\\1,,\. ra,lr. do "ere !J<,U1g built in the
E.ut and in the uuth, moot of th
.. tral
t and aU of the countrY across the IIsIpp' ..
tllng along with wat:"" rca
and poor DOes, at that About I 50 or a
' ' ' ' plank roads,. e bewg bun
pm te com
that clw-ged
\\
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of [he people There ar~ Neh~
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SECTION 3. THE DUTCH REVOLT AND SPANISH DECLINE

A

Dutch N hands The map on this
page will help you to understand the goo~raphic background of the Dutch revolt. Thl'
bl'lt of land king betwt.'(.'n what arl' no\\
France and Ce'nnam' w.\s c.tlled Lotharingi.l
whl'n Char1('ma£nt/s l·mpirt· w.t~ d i\"idt'tl
after hioi tll·alh. Our mcxil-rn tl·nn. Lorrailw
was dl'rin'd from th.lt. TIll' rl'cinn h.,_ll'd
to morl' than one disputl' b(.'tW("C1l the two

f'

.

~

A NeE

o

I

In Philip's da,- the nortlll'nl llolrt
r(·~ion. thl' Low Countril"S. was
important. I il're Wl'rt: a numlx'r of
that had bt'COm~ wt'althy throuJth lrndt·
~uch industril's as c1othwt·a\·ing. For a
till' port of .\nhH·rp was the It'adin~
pean center of trade and finance. Cities
GIll'nt and Bmges, important in te:<till'!>.
bt'Came highly prosperous ~ In his l'£forts to ('t'ntraliu' his
Philip met with troubll' in the
lI is ht.'a,')" t.\xes. which broll~ht
important part of his income,
l ie atlt.· mpted to take away the
of cities and provinces. \ Ian}" of tht'
had become Calvinists and a~ain, it
Philip's ~enerill policy to toleratt' only
Roman Catholic faith. \ Vhen somt.' of
Dutch nobles rebelled in 1567,
the feared Spanish infantry into the
was led by a noted soldier, the Duko of
A special court, the "Council of Blood,set up for the trial of persom: RC'CtISed

disloyalty to the "'best 01 kings."
The Dutch resisted
pai n \\ ith
t.'Ourage. They wt.'re aided by thl' low
flooded nature of their coun try, .and
clever and astute leader \\'iIIiam of
who is also called \Vill iam thr
career parallels that of C t'O r~('
in some rcspects: he WllS u man of
and wealth; he strugglt'd ilgJin~1
he was austere .md $ilt·nt. and Itt'
followers together throudl hi' ('t·rso
actcr and intcgrit)'.

roncluclt.'<i a military alliance or which ltah'
became a membe~ in 1 2. The Triple

\Iliance

thus

fonned

lasted

until

the

outbreak of the First \Vorld "'at. Russ-ia
rdcntt.'<i and the Three Emperors' League
was re~~tablished for several years. but
Ruc;'iia soon withdrew, By beine: 'nimble on
his diplomatic feet. B~marck maintained
Gt.·nnan leadl'rship from 18il to 1 90,

D Industry

and trade prospered under Bismarck 's long administration. Although the
Cl'rman Empire faced many domestic prob·
l('ms bctwl't.'n 1S'1 and 1890. Bismarck
!>o!n'd man\" of them and inRuenced the
",holt' life of the nation. During the 18'0's he
had a commission improve the ci\"il and
criminal codes. He had measures adopted to
unify tlH.' Cl:nnan railway systems; he created a new system of coinage and founded

Despile rivalries
among ,hemsel,,~,. Ihese nation. feel an urge toward unity which first took shope in the
Arab league. LOfer, Egypt and Syria formed a United Arab Republic.

(; It of th fn'C ~orld's oil {N.~r...es. For
th countnl"S of western Europe
\ l d~Ddetl on the \hddle East for a
poUt of thelf 011 !'uppli(>S Euro~o.ln
nd 'mrrl
oompaul h'l\'e fumi"~ht'd
Plt.tl the m.t( hmny. and the t("ChI
I ~blch h.a\t- madl' lhi!' How of
powld~

Oil IS • source both 01 trouble and 01

French . .. would leave us alone and Jet
us live in peace and freedom." On the
otl1('r hand. thl' \loslems of the \liddle
East r('alize that oil is a source of great
\\ealth and gives them bargaining POWl"
in dealing with oil-hungry forciJ¥l POWtfS.
Ojl caused a crisis in Iron. These miu'tl
fCt.'lint;. about oil C'dme to a head in [ran
Britain had a sph""re of inDue-nCt" in Iran
for many) can (page 656). and the rich
Iranaan oil Geld!' \-\ ere lar~ely und, r
Bnlish ~na£ement. 10 1<-)31 the Iranian
gO\t'TTUJleJlt. led b) an exot.. hle pnm
mm ter n.uned \Iossad<gb (mfJ/.ruh
d
sdud the oil fields rid reSnwc
Iran pLumed to run he 0 1Od" t" solely
1
own
But 1M Ir n
_ pr
td E 1M job and..A::.=~':::"_~__

than C.lII be . old at 1 (lwl1 t til \ h.l\ t to
cut do\\ u on tht'it protludion. Some of
the tt..'t'l plants clOSt'. or tJll' min s shut

m ,ld, illl'S <:n·.Ih'd .1

down for a ft.'w months. or the (.1Om'r
leu. his hin"<i h.mds ~o. Soon tJll'reo may
bt.. tJlOusand!'o of pt.·oplt' \\ ,L1linl.! thl' ~tn'ds

t~l·tJlcr

looliu1!; for \\orl.

In tht.' 1.1,1 Ij() \t".In. that' hUH' Ix't'n
st·,t.·ral st:\t'rl' 1"'~ilH"" . . Iump... tit t1r1.

pn nons, nut 01l1y in Cn',lt Britain but

lIt·\\ ~rnllr

\\ho f,IC\·d <lilli(.'1I1t prohklll . 11,
far It.· . . s intlt.pt.·lIlllll t th.1Il f.1On(
,l..ilh.'1l crafbm n. Tht" "at'
in tlu.'

dill~' I~(lll

t'"

~wing ciht's. \\'orl.inlo:

bad. t.'spt.'(.'i.tlly for d,ildn'n.
pJoymt.'lIt. tllIt.' C'illwr to Ill'"
or to tht, up .. And down .. of
a constant problt.'111

Significant changes came abaul in England as a result of 'he Induslrial
1) Whal urban cenlen areas wiTh a .... r 250 peapl. p.r square mil.)
land abaul 17001 Nalice The many urban cenTers scaller.d a .... r ,h. island
laTer. 2 1 Around what cili.s hod greal indusTrial areas grawn up by 19007

>'

...'
Q

I he Kingdom.! of

Judah • \ Vitll

"'ud, of the abcn"c locations are

)"OU

familiar'

\t'/ld' nation, oreup)' t1ncient Palestine tod".~.,

Kin gdom. Israel. was rich and prosperous,
for its Ijnds were fertile. 'Inc outhem
Kingdom, Ju dah. was poorer. Aside from
}cru\alcm. It had no large cities, and many
of Its people still led the life of shepherds.
R ise of th e Prophets · i'" rom time to time
the Ilebrew people ,tcJ,·ed from the
ship of thm god. Yah,eh (or Jehovah)
I he northcm trilx",. t~pccially. had come to
wor.hip the old local badls. or gods. of
Canaanites.
In this rcl igioU'~ cri,is some great proph
ets 'poke up. Eh).11t fearl",'h
a king of Israel for idol \\'or~hip. Amos,
Il mea. Jnd hJ.iJh warned the people of
puni\hmcnt if they offended }cho\<Ih.
punishment would mclude military
at the hand, of the foreign powers
were threatening the Il cbrews at this
Northern Kingdom Destro) cd b)
s)Tia ( - 22 B.C.) . The Assyrians crushed
kingdom of hracl and dcstroycd
its capital. in - 22 D.C. The little
of Jud:lh. Itoweycr, escaped the
armics. A century later Jerusalem
over the fall of Nineveh and the
IXmcr tp. 3) I. But she had
mas-tcr onlv to fall under another.
dca follow~d. s\ ria in control of
Judah now sh3r~d the same fate
In ; 6 B.C. cbuchadnczzar
\alcm and ca'"'med awav manv of its
1I1to exile.
.
Persian Kings Restore the Eyiled
brc\\ . \\llen. forh-lC\cn \cars
Per 1:11' kinl;;. C~ ru. conquered
the II brc:;v, grctted him as their
lie ,11""cd the cules \\ Ito "·I,hcd to

~f

th peasantry actually became worse;
therlne ext nded rfd m to onr a mIllion peasants "ho had formerly heen free.
Catherine. like Peter the Great, wanted
to expand Russian territory. e>pedally in
the south. wbcre the Ottoman Empire
seemed unable to offcr cffccthoe resistance.
She ~o:lded the Turks to war in 1768, and
11\ 177-1 had \\on back \zo\' and territories
on tJ (' CrimC'3o (Xninsl11.1, as \\ell as frt.'C

a<'«oss to tbe Black Sea and the right to
prot('{ t Cilristians !idoe; within the Ottoman Empirt'. \ few years lah.'r she seized
the Cri1l1l3, hringing ahout a sc(.'Ond war
\\ ith the Ttlrks in 1757, A tn.·aty signed in
1792 tonfinnt.-d Rusl;ian 0\\ n('rship of the
Crimean. and oll1(,f Turkish lands north of

ti,e Biack Se.lo Durillg the same period
HIlS .. i.l took p.lrt in the divbion of Polish

It-rritol') (
p.lg:C· 371). \\"hen Catherine
died in 1700, Russia had not only won its
Black Sea ·"imlow· to the Wcst but had
bccvrne onc of the great powers of Europe.

1 Ho\\ clu! Pcla tile Gn.lt tn" to wcstemi1:c: Hus ia 110\\ did he st.n luith n Russian
lIh Iluu m:)
1" \\ hat \.. as l '{ tcz"s goal in fllrdgn polk)":
To \\ hat e.ltent did he OdlfC\"C it?

3. How did Catherine the Great continue
Pet is polici ?
Prussia tr

.d milliar m

...;'1>1>---,----+__
EVENTS IN TIME
1769
J\:!I
1\31
1'-10

\\ att improHd upon the ~tcam engine.
Fir t public high Khool opened in Bo~ton.
Rdonn hill (',tended uffrage in England.
JliII ~uc(:red('d in e~13blishing pcno~ po.. t •• l
t'n iet' in Eng13nd.

1\ ' "

~;lrI

'101" puhli lied Communi t \I oni.

Itla.

I

-~

Dol"'" in puhli,hcd Origin of Spt'C'i(" out.
IUlIn tilrc)r, or t"ululicm.
in the Cniltd 'tblles.
I ntC'l"QQlhonaJ Rw eros
tabU IIt·d.

""t."M'Y ended

""I_....t.
c.u..1 op<n<d.
fm

110m.
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